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I. ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The Point Reyes Light Station, consisting of nine contributing and four non

contnbuting structures, is located on the scenic western headlands of the Point 

Reyes National Seashore, Marin County, California The earliest structures within 

the complex were constructed in 1870. 

Point Reyes National Seashore was established on September 13, 1962; in 

1977 the light station was transferred from the U.S. Coast Guard to the National 

Park Service. The Coast Guard operates an automated light and fog hom on the 

headlands under a use agreement with the National Park Service. 

The complex was determined eligible for the National Register of Historic 

Places in 1980. Nomination documents were revised in 1989 and the light station 

was placed on the National Register in August of 1990. The structures within the 

Lighthouse District have been placed on the National Park Service List of Classified 
Structures (LCS). 

The historic light station structures are west watershed (PR-009), lower 

watershed and cistern (PR-014), equipment building (PR-016), multi-purpose build

ing/garage (PR-017), concrete watershed and cistern (PR-019), fuel and paint shed 

(PR-022), pumphouse (PR-022), transformer building (PR-011), and lighthouse (PR-

025). As listed on the LCS, the management category for all structures except the 

lighthouse is "should be preserved.'' The lighthouse has been placed in the category 

"must be preserved" In addition, the LCS states that all structures except the light

house will received preservation treatment; the lighthouse is to receive restoratio~ 

treatment. 

B. MANAGEMENT AND PROPOSED USE OF THE STRUCTURES 

The National Seashore General Management Plan (1980) calls for the preser

vation and interpretation of the Lighthouse Complex. The Seashore's Interpretive 

Prospectus {1989), Statement for Management (1990), and the Cultural Resource 

Plan (1987) also specifically state that the site should be preserved and interpreted 

to the public. 
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At present, the light station is open to the public and is a major visitor attrac

tion within Point Reyes National Seashore. Approximately 300,000 visitors annually 
are attracted to the historic district with 50,000 visitors entering the historic light

house, some 300 stairs down to a lower platform. Exhibits have been added at sev
eral locations to augment personal interpretive tours. The multi-purpose building 

has been adaptively restored to provide a visitor center complete with exhibits. 
None of the other historic structures have been altered or adapted for another use. 

The use of the structures will remain the same in the future. As presented in 

a variety of park documents, the light station is to be preserved and interpreted to 

the public without additional adaptive restoration or alteration. The documents do 
not call for any private or concession use of the structures in the future. 

C. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 

This Historic Structures Report (HSR) for the Point Reyes Light Station was 
funded by a 1989 Bicentennial Lighthouse Grant administered by the California 
Office of Historic Preservation. Public Law 100-446 ·earmarked Fiscal Year 1989 

funds for the Bicentennial Lighthouse Fund. 
Consistent with Seashore management and planning documents, the purpose 

of this HSRis to provide guidance for management to ensure the long-term preserva
tion and protection of the light station, gpecifically the lighthouse and equipment 

building. These two structures are highlighted in the report because they are the 
dominant buildings within the light station. More specific goals of this report are 1) 

to provide recommendations for maintenance treatments to ensure preservation 
maintenance is accomplished; 2) to gather into one document all existing pertinent 
data for guiding future management actions; 3) to provide guidance for the restora

tion of specific character-defining features of the structures (specifically, the light
house) that enhance the integrity of the complex; and 4) to identify future research 

needs and additional studies. 

This report fulfills the requirements of theN ational Park Service Manage
ment Policies (1988) and will assist in compliance with Section 106 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and in the associated consultant process with the 
State Office of Historic Preservation. The report is based on guidelines in NPS-49: 

National Register Programs, NPS-28: Cultural Resource Management, and the 
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Secretary of Interior's Standards for Historic Preservation. 

D. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED TREATMENTS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS 

The overall goal of proposed treatments for the lighthouse and equipment 

building is to provide preservation maintenance for long-term protection. In su.m

·mary, the recommended treatments for the lighthouse include repairing leaks at 

lantern astragals, replacing glazing in f:arst-level windows, restoring weather vane 

base, restoring astragals to a original contrasting color, restoring painted wood floor 

on first gallery level, and restoring ground-level entry door. 

For the equipment building, the HSR recommends installing solar film on the 

interior of all windows, mothballing all mechanical equipment, removing non-historic 

and non-essential electrical equipment, painting mechanical and electrical compo

nents, cleaning and painting all interior walls and ceiling, stripping and refinishing 

all deteriorated clear wall finishes in the machinery room, restoring the rolling door 

on the east elevation, and restoring the gauge·board. 

The HSR also recommends that further investigation be performed. A His

toric Structure Preservation Guide (HSPG), Historic American Engineering Record 

documentation (HAER), and paint sampling documentation should be completed 

when funds are available. These projects are essential to the continued preservation 

of the light station. 

E. STORAGE OF ARCHIVAL MATERIALS 

All objects, documen~ tapes, records, photographs, and negatives obtained in 

the preparation of this document are now preserved in the museum collection of 

Point Reyes National Seashore. The collection is housed within the Bear Valley 

Visitor Center at Park Headquarters. 
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ll. IUSTORY 

A INTRODUCTION 

From the earliest history th£ wary mariner, skirting the coast of 
California to the west of Drake's Bay, has known and shunned a 
certain bold headland, shrouded forth£ most part in fog, but in clear 
weatlu!r revealed to him in all the awfulness if its rocks and preci
pices, and perpetually churning waters. Punta de los Reyes--Point of 
th£ Kings-the Spanish nauigators named it, after the two royal 
lnfantes, and they did well to fear it. God lu!lp th£ hapless mariner 
who drifts upon itfl 

Point Reyes, historically named Punta de los Reyes, is an odd-shaped penin
sula that protrudes into the Pacific Ocean about 35 miles northwest of San Francisco. 
The peninsula forms a triangle with Tomales Point on the north, Bolinas Point on 
the south, and the most prominent, Point Reyes, on the west. The peninsula is 
characterized by rolling hills covered by grass, brush or forest and surrounded by 
beaches. Point Reyes itself, however, consists of an abrupt headland forming the 
shape of an inverted ''T." It is upon the westernmost tip of this headland that the 
Point Reyes Light Station has stood for 120 years. 

Since the earliest days of marine commerce Point Reyes has been both a sig
nificant landmark and a hazard to mariners. Despite its geographic prominence, 
Point Reyes is often shrouded in dense fog and is considered to be the windiest place 
on the West Coast and one of the foggiest places in the United States, second to areas 
on the East Coast. A wickedly heavy surf pounds Point Reyes Beach, directly north 
of the headland From the beginning of the Pacific shipping industry, Point Reyes 
has taken its share of shipwrecks and close calls. Maritime historian Ralph Shanks 
has provided an eerie description of harrowing conditions at Point Reyes: 

Offshore, the ocean currents become confusing, moving in opposite 
directions. The sea is deep, too, so that the early-day mariner could 
not use a lead line to determine his depth or position. A breaking 
beach and rocks often loom without warning. Worse, configurations 
in the headlands and other causes make it difficult to hear the 
warning blast of a fog hom when vessels approach from the north. 
Stranding was a terrible prospect, for Point Reyes Beach may well 
have the heaviest surf in California. Here, then, is a fitting grave
yard for ships. 2 
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The long list of Point Reyes shipwrecks begins with perhaps the most famous, 
that of the Manila galleon San .Agustin in 1595, considered to be the first recorded 
ship~eck on the California coast. Some of those that followed were the Oxford 

(1855), Oregon (1860), Sea Nymph (1861), Monterey (1862), Bengal (1863), Noruick 

(1863), Labouchere (1866), and S.F. Blunt (1868), to name a few. As commerce in
creased along the California Coast, the need for aids to navigation also increased. In 
response, the United States government overcame numerous obstacles and estab
lished a light station at Point Reyes. 

B. THE U.S. LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE TARGETS POINT REYES 

The first plans for California lighthouses were drawn in 1849 when President 
Zachary Taylor authorized the U.S. Coast Survey to recommend lighthouse sites 
along the coast of the new territory. Of sixteen sites the Survey recommended--with 
Point Reyes ranked second-the government contracted for construction of only 
eight, and did not include Point Reyes. In 1852 Congress transferred administration 
of the country's lighthouses from the Treasury Department to the Lighthouse Board, 
opening the way to provide much-needed improvements towards the safety of the 
country's burgeoning maritime industry. Point Reyes was in the West Coast area 
designated as the Twelfth District. 3 

After construction had begun or been completed on the eight other California 
sites. Congress appropriated $25,000 on August 3, 1854 for a light station at Point 
Reyes. Of the appropriation, $10,000 was for illuminating apparatus and $15,000 for 
construction. The next month Point Reyes appeared on a map of the coast near San 
Francisco Bay, where the government reserved the tract of land "for Light House 
purposes." Inspector of the Twelfth District, Captain Campbell Graham, was in
formed in th<:: following February that a lighthouse at Point Reyes was to receive pri

ority for construction and that he should proceed with plans to erect the station as 
soon as possible. A letter from the Lighthouse Board explains where some of the 
pressure was coming from: 

This light is asked for by the navigating interests, & it has been 
represented to be of great importance--which is not so readily 
understood when it is remembered that the point is so very near the 
Farallones, 1st order- Point Bonita 2nd order and the Point Lobos, 
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which will be 2nd or 3rd order apparatus. The site has been 
selected-land reserved and the Inspector instructed to use all 
diligence in arranging for the commencement of the work. • 

By June of 1855 Captain Graham had arranged a contract for the construction 

under the supervision of Major Hartman Bache of the Corps of Topographical Engi
neers. The contractor, William Nagle, was to build a second order flashing signal in a 

tower like that at the Farallones and a keeper's dwelling similar to one at Point 
Bonita for the sum of$10,500. 

One detail remained unresolved: the United States did not have title to the 
land. This detail turned into a major obstacle that resulted in a fifteen-year delay in 

construction of the lighthouse, at the probable expense of almost a million dollars in 

maritime losses at Point Reyes. 

C. TITLE LITIGATION AT POINT REYES, 1855-1869 

Most of the Point Reyes peninsula was unclaimed in 1840 when Antonio Osio 
applied to the Mexican governor for the 48,000-acre "Rancho Punta de los Reyes, 
Sobrante." The land had been under the distant stewardship of the Mission San 
Rafael from the time of its establishment in 1817 to 1834, when Mexican authorities 
disbanded the mission. The governor approved Osio's grant on November 20, 1843. 

Nine years later Osio sold the ranch to Andrew Randall, a prominent San Francisco 
doctor, politician and investor, for $25,000. Randall occupied the land with his family 

for a short time but often left it in the hands of a superintendent named Josiah 
Swain. Although the United States Land Commission confirmed Randall's title to 

the land in 1855, his reckless land investments around the state aroused trouble with 
creditors, many of whom had moved to foreclose on the property. 

One creditor took the extreme step: on July 23, 1856, in a rage over a debt, Jo

seph Hetherington approached Randall in a San Francisco hotel and killed him with 

a revolver. Vigilantes subsequently hanged Hetherington in front of a huge crowd 

Randall's widow was left with a $237,000 debt and land that was ''hopelessly mired in 
litigation."6 

At the height of the battle over Point Reyes during 1856 and 1857, at least 

three different parties claimed to own the property due to the fraudulent se~tlement 
of liens against the property. One, Dr. Robert McMillan, had the financial resources 
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to hire one of the premier law firms in San Francisco, Shafter, Shafter, Park and 
Heydenfeldt, and to pay off the liens on the land. McMillan won the property title in 
court in 1858 and the Shafter law firm took over the ranch after paying McMillan 
$70,000 and Randall's widow $14,700. 

Brothers Oscar and James Shafter, natives of Vermont, bought out their 
partners Park and Heydenfeldt in 1858 and undertook to establish a series of dairy 
ranches at Point Reyes. The Shafter brothers were instrumental in the long delay in 
getting the lighthouse built at Point Reyes. 

D. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE POINT REYES LIGHTHOUSE 

While the land title was in dispute, the Lighthouse Board could only sit and 
wait. Design work bad commenced but on October 24, 1855, the Board ordered all 
work suspended until the U.S. government officially acquired the land Bache tried 
to clear up the disputes and secure title during the winter of 1855-56. On March 18, 
1856 a deed was drawn up for an 83-acre parcel for sale to the government by Tho
mas G. Richards of San Francisco, one of the claimants who at that time bad ap
peared to have gained legal title. Then, according to historian Anna Coxe Toogood: 

On March 19 Bache wrote to [Lighthouse Board] Secretary Jenkins 
to explain that Richards had first offered to sell for $2000. Consid
ering $1500 an ample price for the land and a right of way from 
Drakes Bay, Bache had counter-offered $1000, which Richards had 
declined to accept. The two parties reached an agreement the next 
month, however, and on May 2 Bache forwarded the deed to the 
United States Attorney General for approval.6 

Unfortunately, the transaction did not work out. While the District Attorney for 
Northern California and the U.S. Attorney General worked out details, the land 
changed bands again, ending up with the Shafters. 

Meanwhile, Bache pressed ahead on design and construction details. In Sep
tember 1855 the Lighthouse Board shipped twenty-nine cases of second-order illumi
nating apparatus from the East Coast, which arrived on the West Coast the following 
spring. The lighthouse lantern was to be completed by Hayward, Bartell and Com

pany of Baltimore, Maryland, but Nagle's construction bid for the house and tower 
had to be put on hold pending confirmation of title. In late 1859 the Lighthouse 
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Board's engineer submitted plans for a California Cottage-type house with the tower 
enclosed on the west side, facing the ocean. These plans were eventually abandoned 
as years passed with no title being transferred to the United States. 7 

Oscar and James Shafter were both knowledgeable and crafty in their land 
dealings. After they gained title in 1858 they asked what the Lighthouse Board con
sidered an exorbitant amount of money for the land and right-of-way for the light
house. Although the California legislature passed an act in 1859 providing "for the 
relinquishment to the United States, in certain cases, to title in lands, for sites of 
lighthouses and for other purposes," .the government took no action against the Shaf
ters for a decade, perhaps due to their stature in state politics: besides being power
ful lawyers, Oscar held a seat on the state supreme court and James had been 
elected a state senator. The Shafters' stubbornness enraged California Senator 
William Gwin, who spoke before the U.S. Senate on April 19, 1860 to plead the Point 
Reyes case: 

There is a lighthouse that ought to have been built at Point Reyes 
years ago. We had an appropriation of$25,000. The parties owning 
the ground, knowing the necessity of having a lighthouse there, 
asked $25,000 for three and two-thirds acres, the amount of the 
entire appropriation, when it was not, in fact, worth twenty-five 
cents an acre. The Lighthouse Board would not give it; and the 
appropriation lapsed back into the Treasury. The commerce be
tween California and Oregon is suffering constantly for want of that 
lighthouse.8 

As if heeding Gwin's advice, Congress appropriated an additional $40,000 for the 
lighthouse and $2,500 for a fog signal in 1860; and another $15,000 in 1867. Lt. Col. 
R. S. Williamson, the Twelfth District engineer, dealt with the Shafters and their 
new partner, Charles Webb Howard, over a price for the land. The Lighthouse Board 
authorized Williamson, who felt the the land was "intrinsically worthless" except as 
a lighthouse site, to make an offer of $5,000. Historian Toogood noted; 

The negotiations were complicated by the fact that the District 
Attorney, Delos Lake, advised Williamson that the new proposal 
from the Shafters and Howard to sell the twenty.;.three acres at issue 
for $10,000 was not far from what a jury would appraise the land 
Furthermore, the owners, in their letter of July 8 [1868], warned 
that they were on the verge of disposing of their lands; if they did so 
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without making a deed for the lighthouse, negotiations would then 
have to be continued with the new owners, causing yet further 
delays.9 

In November 1868 Williamson received clearance from the Lighthouse Board 
to instigate condemnation proceedings against the Shafters and Howard An adver· 
tisement stating such was run in the Marin County newspapers for four months as 
required. Meanwhile the Shafters made a counter·offer of $6,000, a sum supported 
by the Board of Marine Underwriters in San Francisco. No doubt in an attempt to 
move the project along, the underwriters had formed a· committee to investigate the . 
dangerous delays in getting the lighthouse built. They provided to the Lighthouse 
Board a list of shipwrecks at Point Reyes since 1860, which had resulted in over 
three-quarters of a million dollars in losses. 

The Lighthouse Board authorized Williamson to accept the Shafters' price in 
January of 1869 and a deed was signed on July 28 of that year. The sale gave the 
U.S. government 83 acres for the lighthouse reservation, "together with a convenient 
embarcadero on Drakes Bay and the right to land at any point between Drakes Bay 
and the tract herein conveyed, and a convenient right of way between the two; a per· 
petual right of access across to the beach on the north side of the point for firewood, 
and the perpetual right to take the same for the use of the Light House Keepers for 
fuel; a perpetual right to take water from the spring most convenient to said Light 
House site, and the right to take materials from the Granite quarry on the Bay 
aforesaid to be used in the erection of such portions of the Llght House and other 
buildings connected therewith as it may become desirable to build of stone." After 
fifteen years of frustration, the construction could now begin.10 

At the close of fiscal year 1869 the Lighthouse Board had $49,288.12 set aside 
for construction and had asked Congress for an additional appropriation of $45,000, 
which was granted on July 15 of the next year. Phineas T. Marston, a carpenter 
from Maine who had specialized in church building and had been recently appointed 
Superintendent of Lighthouse Construction on the West Coast, received the contract 
for site preparation and construction of the keepers dwelling.11 
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E. CONSTRUCTION OF THE LIGHTHOUSE AND FOG SIGNAL 

The contractor's first task, begun in the latter part of January 1870, was to 

build a road from the designated landing at Drakes Bay (at today's fish docks) to the 

lighthouse site, a distance of about three miles. Starting at a sheltered cove behind 

the east headland of Point Reyes, the road wound up a steep hillside and through a 

part of the pasture land of one of Charles Webb Howard's dairies, designated "A 
Ranch." Passing near the dairy complex, where the road to Olema (about 20 miles 

distant) and San Rafael headed north, the lighthouse road then went up a steep hill 

to the sandy top of the west headland, where it traversed areas alternately composed 

of sand and rock. The road terminated at the site of the keeper's dwelling, the frrst 

building to be constructed. 

Originally, the area at the top of the bluff near the dwelling site had been ear

marked as the site of the lighthouse, with the dwelling incorporated in the structure 

in a style typical of the East Coast light stations. This location, however, had a seri

ous flaw: there was no visibility in the typical heavy fogs. At the request of the 

Lighthouse Board, the United States Coast Survey sent its talented surveyor, George 

Davidson, to Point Reyes in June 1869, to look at the situation. Davidson, well ac

quainted with the California coast after almost twenty years in charge of the Pacific 

Coast survey, traveled to Point Reyes via ferry from San Francisco to San Quentin 

and stagecoach to Olema The next day Davidson and fellow surveyors Edward C. 

Cordell and Augustus F. Rodgers hired a wagon and proceeded to the foggy Point 

Reyes headlands.12 

Davidson had been convinced as early as 1853 that Point Reyes needed a light 

at a location low on the cliffside, due to the heavy fogs there that" '1ift" just enough for 

a lighthouse at a certain elevation to be seen by a ship. So, departing from the pro

posed lighthouse site down the steep ridge to the west, the party "followed the sharp, 
jagged ridge of the head below the old location to a shelving, projecting point about 

275 feet beneath it." There they found a suitable location where "with very little 

labor in taking away the sloping and higher part (27 feet) of the point to the north 

eastward, sufficient space can be had for a light house of the size of that at Men

docino." 

Using a hand level and compass, Davidson figured that the new location was 

225 feet above sea level and offered a superior arc of visibility. In his official letter to 

his superior, Superintendent Benjamin Peirce of the U.S. Coast Survey, Davidson 
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stated: "This location commends itself so soon as seen, and we recommend that it be 

adopted as the site for the proposed light ... the rock is solid, and when the spur is 

levelled off there appears no reason to doubt its adaptability as a safe and sure foun

dation." He added, 'We especially and earnestly recommend that a powerful fog 

trumpet or steam whistle be placed on the ledge below any selected location. In very 

thick weather it will be ofgreater use than the light itseU:" Ttl confirm these recom

mendations, Davidson had recently distributed circulars to mariners asking for com

ments about peculiarities of the location and experiences in navigating the Point 

Reyes area. 
Davidson also recommended that the light be a facsimile of the recently com

pleted light at Cape Mendocino in Humboldt County to the north. He also com

mented on the state of the road from the proposed landing ('The road . . . is practi

cable with little grading") and the lack of a dwelling site within view of the proposed 

light tower (''But sufficient space immediately adjacent to the tower may be made for 

a small house for watching, working and sleeping quarters'1. Davidson, Cordell and 

Rodgers left a mound of stones at their chosen site and returned to San Francisco. 

Inspector of Hydrography Carlisle Patterson disputed Davidson's recommen

dations, and the Army Corps of Engineers concurred. Patterson felt that the tower 

should be placed even further down the cliff at a possibly higher cost. "A cheap light

house, .. he argued, 'ln a comparatively useless place, is a wasteful expenditure." The 

Lighthouse Board accepted Davidson's recommendation, however, and ordered con
struction to begin.t3 

Preparation of the lighthouse site, on the rocky cliff to the west of the dwell
ing site, proved to be a laborious and dangerous, and hence, an expensive task. Near 

the end of January crews blasted and graded a route down the cliff, then leveled a 

section of the cli.tT to accommodate erection of the tower. A tramway was built to 

carry tools and materials down the cliff to the lighthouse site. This tramway, con

sisting of a ramp skirting the north side of the wooden stairway upon which a cable

controlled cart operated, continued in practical use after construction was completed. 

Historic photographs have pictured a railway system at the top of the stairs, which 

could have been an original portion of the tramway system. Presumably handcarts 

traversed the area between the keepers dwelling and the top of the stairs on these 

rails; the rails appear in photographs into the 1920s. 

Marston hired a second group of laborers in April1870 to build the keepers 

dwelling on a site about 450 feet east of the top of the tramway. A 217 -foot-long 
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retaining wall had to be built to provide a level space for the yard and garden for the 
keeper; the stone for this wall was probably taken from the Drakes Bay granite 

quarry mentioned in the 1869 deed Workers then backfilled the wall, forming a 
large level yard A wind fence erected on the top of the wall extended around the 

north and west sides of the bouse. Extensive grading to the south of the house 
produced a wide passageway needed to reach the lighthouse steps. 

Carpenters built a two-story frame house, according to an official description 
at the time, "in the most thorough and substantial manner, [and] the materials of 
which it is built are of the best quality." The .bouse featured a brick cellar and ''was 
well-painted, inside and outside, with three coats of paint." Fences and outbuildings 
were whitewashed, no doubt giving the keepers complex a new and tidy appearance. 

A four-foot high fence, 1300 feet long and also whitewashed, was built some distance 
to the east of the dwelling to mark the boundary of the lighthouse reservation. 
While the dwelling occupied a somewhat protected spot on the headland, winds 

wreaked havoc during and after the construction, as reported later in a newspaper: 

Time and again, it is said, the workmen engaged in the construction 
of the buildings had their tools blown away, and once the breeze 
lifted bodily a carpenter's kit and hurled it over the cliff. A stiffish 
gale unroofed the keeper's bouse soon after its completion. 14 

In August, Marston completed the dwelling contract and the first keeper, John C. 

Bull, and his wife, Melissa, moved into the house.15 

Joseph Bien, a San Francisco machinist who had recently completed the light

house at Cape Mendocino (Point Reyes' only "sister" lighthouse, being practically 
identical), received a contract to construct the tower and install the lighting appara
tus in April1870. As the only man qualified in the state to build a lighthouse to gov

ernment specifications, Bien was well paid at his own request, a fact that irked engi

neer Williamson. To be paid according to the weight of the iron tower, at eighteen 
cents per pound, Bien set to work fabricating the heavy sections of tower wall while 
waiting for the French-made lens apparatus to arrive via steamer from the East. 

The shipment eventually arrived but with a case of prisms missing, causing a frantic 
search during July and August by the engineer and the shipper, the Pacific Steam

ship Company. Someone found the missing case in time so as to not delay the assem

bly of the lantern.16 

After making three specified alterations on the tower and repairing damage to 
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the lens apparatus suffered during shipment, Bien was ready to ship the parts to 
Point Reyes by September 15, 1870. The boxed parts arrived by steamer at the 
Drakes Bay landing; crews hauled them up the road to the bluff above the lighthouse 
site on October 9. A crew of seven men hired for the occasion then lowered the 
tower parts and apparatus down the tramway to the construction site. The tower's 
bed plates were attached to bolts embedded in the rock-and-concrete foundation that 
had been laid on the site. 17 

In little over a month and a half the lighthouse reached completion; a notice to 
mariners dated November 1870 announced that the light would begin operation on 
December 1, 1870, with characteristics being a white light flashing every five seconds 
from a white tower located 273 feet above mean sea level, visible from a distance of 
twenty-three and a half miles at sea when looking from a ship's deck fifteen feet 
above the water. According to the notice, bearings could be fixed with the light
houses at Point Bonita, twenty-seven and a half miles southeast, at South Farallon 
Island, seventeen and three-quarters nautical miles south and east, and at Point 
Arena, sixty-seven miles northwest. 18 

An excellent description of the lighthouse appeared ten years after 1ts con
struction in a detailed history of Marin County published in 1880: 

The station is Number 495, and the light is a first order Funk's [sic: 
correct spelling is Funck's] Hydraulic Float. There are four circular 
wicks in the lamp, whose diameters are as follows: Three and one
half inches, two and one-half inches, one and three-fourths of an 
inch, and seven-eighths of an inch. The lamp consists of two 
chambers for oil, one above the light and one below. The oil is 
pumped from the lower into the upper, whence it passes through a 
chamber in which there is a regulating float, which governs the flow 
of oil to the lamp. The flow of oil is in excess of the amount 
consumed to the extent of one hundred and twenty drops each 
minute. The object of this is to prevent the charring of the wick. 
This overflow is conducted to the lower chamber, and pumped again 
into the upper. In thiswaythereisnowastage. The upper chamber 
is pumped full of oil every two hours. This is what is known as a 
"flash[ing] light," i.e., the lenses revolve around the light in such a 
manner that the focus of each lens appears as a flash. There are 
twenty-four of these focal lenses, and the entire revolution is made 
in two minutes, thus causing the flashes to appear every five 
seconds. A very complete reflecting arrangement is constructed 
about the light, so that every ray is brought to the focal plane, and 
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passes thence across the surging billows to warn the mariner of 
dangers, and to guide him safely into the quiet harbor. These 
reflectors consist of a series of large glass prisms, divided into 
segments, varying in length as they approach the apex of the cone. 
Of these prisms there are eight horizontal series above the lenses, 
and the same number below them. Then there are eighteen series 
on the concave surface above the light, and eight series on the 
concave surface below, making a total of forty-two series of reflect
ing prisms, and the height of the reflecting apparatus, including the 
lenses, is eight feet and ten inches, and it is five feet and six inches 
in diameter. Viewed from the outside, the outlines are very similar 
to a mammoth pineapple. The reflector is revolved by a clock-work 
arrangement, and requires weight of one hundred and seventy-five 
pounds to drive the machinery. There is a governor attached to the 
gearing for the purpose of regulating the motion and speed of the 
revolving reflector. This weight requires to be wound up every two 
hours and twenty minutes. The lenses are of the La Pute patent, 
and the gearing was made by Barbiere & Fenestre, in Paris, in 1867. 
This light is on a sixteen-sided iron tower, and it is twenty-three feet 
from the base of the tower to the focal plane. It is two hundred and 
ninety-six feet above the sea level, and can be seen at sea a distance 
of twenty-four nautical miles. It illuminates an arc of two hundred 
and eighty-five degrees. The oil used is refined lard oil, and the 
yearly supply at this station is seven hundred and sixty gallons. The 
lamp will consume seventeen pints of oil, on an average, every ten 
hours.19 

The lighthouse went into operation as scheduled on December 1, 1870. 

F. THE FOG SIGNAL 

Congress had appropriated $2,500 for a fog signal at Point Reyes as early as 

1860. Planning did not begin in earnest until the lighthouse was under construction 

in the summer of 1870. Two mejor design considerations had to be contended with: 

first, the height of the signal, which determines its effectiveness, had to be decided 

and an appropriate and feasible location found on the precipitous ledge; and second, 

the fact that no water source could be found within two miles of the proposed steam

powered fog signal, a fact which proved to be costly in more ways than one. 

While engineer Williamson wanted to begin construction of the fog signal as 

soon as possible, his superiors in Washington asked that he wait until the next spring 
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when the weather would improve. Williamson, as well as members of the Coast 

Survey, mindful that Point Reyes held the record as the foggiest point on the West 

Coast, also objected to the Lighthouse Board's insistence that the facility be driven 

by steam, stating that, "this Point, above all others on the coast, should have a first 

class fog signal." Williamson also felt that the water shortage at Point Reyes would 

create an impossible situation, and that a system involving a coal-driven engine 

powering a compressor which sounds a fog trumpet was a superior design. The 

Lighthouse Board did not agree, and early in 1871, construction began on a coal-fu-ed, 

steam-powered fog signal under contractor Marston. Upon completion of the project 

the Board published a report of the construction. The report stated: 

On February 1 the work of preparing a site for the Steam Fog-signal 
at this station was commenced A large cistern was constructecL 
which, with a basin around it, will hold 100,000 gallons. A water
shed, ten thousand square feet in area, was made, from which water 
enough will be collected in a year to fill the cistern, even in a season 
in which the rain fall will be much below the average. 

The water from the cistern is conducted to the Fog-signal by means 
of a galvanized iron pipe, which is securely fastened to the sides of 
the cliff. A chute has been built from the site of the tower to the Fog
signal. The chute is constructed in the most substantial manner, 
and is for the purpose of conveying fuel to the Fog-signal. A winding 
roadway has been constructed from the cliff to the signal site. Much 
blasting was done before it was completed. The wotk of preparing 
the site for the signal-house, coal shecL &c, was very slow, difficult 
and dangerous. Huge masses of rocks overhanging the signal site 
had to be blasted off, so that at the rear of the signal is a vertical wall 
of rock, one hundred feet high. An iron railing was put around the 
edges of the plot prepared for the signal, to keep any one from 
rolling off into the sea, as on all seaward sides of the signal the cliff 
is very steep and jagged 

On June 12 the work of taking the boiler and signal apparatus from 
the top of the cliff down to its position was successfully accom
plished. The boiler was put in position, the apparatus fitted to it, 
and on June 14 the signal was tried and found to work satisfactorily. 
On June 30 the work of housing the boiler and signal apparatus was 
completed 

The signal is now ready for operation, and can be started as soon as 
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the rains of next winter shall have sufficiently filled the cistern with 
water. The work of establishing this Fog-signal has been, from the 
nature of the location, very expensive and dangerous. 20 

The 1880 county history described the operation of the fog signal in great 
detail: 

The fog-whistle is located one hundred feet lower down on the cliff 
[from the. lighthouse] in a little notch hewn out of the face of the 
rock. The building is twenty-four by thirty, and there are two 
boilers, each sustaining a pressure of seventy-five pounds. The 
blasts recur once every minute, and last eight seconds. The ar
rangement is automatic and governed by a small engine. The 
whistle is constructed on a principle similar to ordinary locomotive 
whistles, only on a much larger scale, the bell or cap being twelve 
inches in diameter. Everything is duplicated so if any piece of 
machinery should give away, no loss of time would be sustained. 
Fuel saturated with petroleum is kept in the furnace at all times so 
that steam may be gotten up at a moment's notice night or day, and 
the whistle set to going in a very short time. The water supply pipe 
connects direct with the boilers from the tank which is three 
hundred and fifty feet above, and the pressure is two hundred and 
thirty-six pounds to the inch. The fuel and all supplies are sent 
down on a chute from the top of the cliff. There are a series of stairs 
leading from the keeper's house to the light-house and fog-whistle, 
in all of which there are nine hundred and sixty-five steps. Along 
most of the stairway a guard rail has been set up to to prevent the 
wind from carrying the keepers into the ocean in their passage up 
or down.21 

The signal went into operation as planned, but a fire reportedly caused by 

spontaneous combustion suddenly silenced it on the night of April28, 1872. The fJ.re 

destroyed the building and damaged the machinery. On June 10, $10,000 was appro

priated to make repairs, which were soon commenced A Mr. Wheeler and his five

man crew arrived July 7 on the U.S. steamer Fern and spent almost two months 

rebuilding the fog signal. The operation included blasting a large overhanging rock 

that threatened the site. Then, in September, a storage building containing 600 

sacks of coal burned and was a total loss. 22 

Other problems surfaced, the lack of water being the greatest. The rebuilt fog 

signal could barely operate during 1873 due to a lack of water. The watershed was 

enlarged by some 5,000 square feet in 1875, but still the cistern ran out of water 
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during the fall, requiring over 20,000 gallons of water to be hauled to the tank by the 
local dairyman Hochreuter of A Ranch nearby, working as contract labor. The firing 
of the boilers required about 140 pounds of coal per hour, or 42 tons during 1875, all 
of which had to be carried to the precipitous site from the landing. At times the 
whistle could not be heard by passing ships, whether due to adverse conditions or 
light station crew errors. Technicians improved the machinery in 1877, and dupli
cate first .class sirens replaced the whistle in April1880.23 Inspector Williamson 
urged installation of the sirens when he wrote to the Lighthouse Board: 

Great complaint has been made, and is now made of the inefficiency 
of the signal at this place, which at times cannot be heard a mile 
distant; this, too, when the signal is being properly run with a 
pressure of from 65 to 70 pounds. I have frequently investigated 
complaints made by masters of vessels of not hearing the signal 
when passing within a mile of it in thick weather; and I am 
convinced that the fault does not lie in the way the signal is run, but 
something in the signal itself or its locations. Point Reyes is one of 
the most important points on the coast, and the needs of navigation 
require that its fog-signal should be in efficiency second to none. u 

After adding more water storage and replacing the boilers to accommodate the 
new sirens, the fog signal operated relatively well until1890, when two twelve-inch 
whistles replaced the sirens. Subsequent improvements to the water system in

cluded addition of a 35,000 gallon tank in 1896, 6,000 square feet of watershed and a 
25,000 gallon tank in 1900 and a massive 40,000 gallon redwood tank in 1907. Nose
rious problems were recorded after the initial mishaps and shortcomings of the sig
nal's first two decades.26 

G. OPERATION OF THE LIGHTHOUSE, 1870-1939 

Evidently the lighthouse itself had none of the major problems during its 105-
year career that the fog signal had seen. The light, a precise mechanism operating a 
finely crafted lens housed in a sturdy iron tower, was subjected primarily to a rigor
ous maintenance schedule and improvements in efficiency, none of which radically 
changed the lighthouse structure itself. A telegraph communication system was 
created between the dwellings, lighthouse and fog signal in 1876. The tower and 
illuminating apparatus received "slight" repairs in 1881, and in September 1887 origi-
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nal builder Joseph Bien, working as a Lighthouse Service machinist, replaced the 
lard-oil wick lamps with ones that burned kerosene (mineral oil). The Scm Francisco 
Chronicle described the new system shortly after it was installed: 

The improved mechanism has five circular wicks, varying in diame
ter from one and one-eighth to four and one-half inches. The flame 
is of dazzling brilliancy, it being impossible to look at it from the 
tower without smoked glasses, and the heat inside the lantern is 
intense. From the single reservoir the oil is forced up by the 
"plunger," a weight of 120pounds,.through a tube into the wicks. 
The care of the lamps--thanks to the new apparatus-is a compara
tively simple matter. In the morning the keeper has only to fill the 
reservoir with mineral oil, raise the plunger to the top of the 
reservoir and close the faucet in the tube. At night he opens the 
faucet, the plunger descends, the oil is forced up throught the tube 
into the float chamber and from thence to the wicks. The lamp 
requires no trimming during the night. A little before daybreak the 
keeper closes the faucet, opens the damper in the draught pipe 
(which connects with the top of the chimney, and regulates the 
height of the flame) and lets the light burn itself out. He then 
removes the chimney, wraps it in flannel until it is entirely cold, 
wipes the ash from the wicks and all is done. 26 

In 1889 a new coal and oil storehouse was built to replace an older one on a 
flat just above the tower. This building was in tum tom down in 1928 to accommo
date the equipment building. Also in 1889 a steel clock cord replaced the traditional 
fiber cord. No other major work occurred on the tower until after the turn of the 
century, when the 1906 earthquake bent the upper and lower guide-roller spindles 
and displaced the lamp stand in the lighthouse, damage which was repaired immedi
ately.27 

While most of the construction and improvements during the 1870s centered 
around the fog signal, the 1880s saw attention focused on the lighthouse reservation 
in general. The extreme weather at Point Reyes quickly took its toll on buildings 
and structures. Although assigned thorough and strict maintenance procedures, the 
underpaid keepers had a great deal of trouble keeping up with the elements. In 1877 
an inspector found the station "in anything but a creditable condition showing in 
many cases want of care and attention.'128 

Extensive repairs and improvements were made at the reservation during 
1880 and 1881, including construction of storehouses at the landing and the light-
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house, additional watershed and water storage tanks, and general improvements to 
the dwelling, yards, roads and fences. The Lighthouse Board had two new keepers 
dwellings, called cottages, built opposite the original dwelling in the spring of 1885 at 
a cost of $5,787 .35. The additional housing provided private quarters to each of the 
four keepers, all of whom had previously lived in the original dwelling; now the 
second and third assistants would reside in the cottages. Carpenters constructed a 
barn on the approach road to the reservation in 1887, evidently to house the govern
ment horse. Telegraph communications reached the light station in 1888. 

Apparently~ went wellat the light station until August 20, 1885, when the 
British bark, Haddingtonshire wrecked on Point Reyes Beach just north of the light
bouse. San Francisco newspapers rushed to blame the incident on a poorly equipped 
lighthouse. The San Francisco Daily Alta California charged: 

The machinery in Point Reyes lighthouse is old and useless; a worn
out iron pulley had been replaced by a wooden one, the siren does 
not keep its time and frequently fails to blow at all during foggy 
weather, and the lighthouse employees put in much of their time as 
farm laborers. · 

In the article, Lighthouse Inspector Commander J .W. Philip replied: 

The machinery in the lighthouse is in good order; the engine is 
nearly new; the "pulley" complained of is an iron drum, which he 
directed the keeper at the last inspection to cover with a layer of 
wood to make its circumference larger and give it additional power; 
the siren when running, being automatic, must go as regularly as a 
clock, and the land about the station is not suited to agriculture. 29 

The inspector's comment about agriculture was ill informed, as the lighthouse was 
located in the heart of California's best and largest dairy industry. Charles Webb 
Howard's ''A Ranch," less than two miles from the lighthouse on the road to the land
ing at Drakes Bay, traditionally provided contract labor to the Lighthouse Service. 
The report of keepers earning extra cash as farm laborers (or, more likely. milkers) 
could have been fact. Incidentally, four years after the article appeared George 
Hussey, one of the tenant dairymen at "A Ranch," became principal keeper at the 
lighthouse after many years of contract hauling and as an assistant keeper at the 
station.30 

The poor conditions at Point Reyes, mainly the isolation and extreme weather, 
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caused continued problems in personnel and. subsequently, maintenance. A new 

Principal Keeper, John C. Ryan, arrived and soon wrote in the keeper's journal: ''In 

taking charge of this station I must say that it is broken, filthy and almost a total 

wreck from end to end of it, in the worst condition in every particular of any station I 

ever saw, in fact, it is more like an old Saw Mill ~han a Light Station." Ryan's Third 

Assistant corroborated the statement underneath, but the entire entry was scrawled 

over with the word, "Rats." Ryan set to work improving the station, keeping all the 

crew busy cleaning, repairing and painting. The assistants even whitewashed the 

stairs and coal chute, a somewhat out-of-the-ordinary sprucing up. Nonetheless, 

Ryan's attempts to get the station into shape proved to be a failure, as he received 

dismissal orders within a year.31 

The Presidential Reorganization Act of July 7, 1939placed the Lighthouse 

Service in the U.S. Coast Guard under the Treasury Department. After 1951, when 

the last Lighthouse Service-era keeper Gustav Zetterquist retired. Coast Guardsmen 

manned the light with various terms of duty; historian Shanks considered that, un

like some others on the coast, Point Reyes was operated in a ''vigilant, high quality, 
very traditional manner right to theend.''32' 

B. MODERNIZING THE FOG SIGNAL 

By the turn of the century the fog signal worked with reasonable reliability, 
but needed constant improvements nonetheless. Water supply continued to be the 

m~or concern, coupled with frequent complaints of the signal being ineffective. 

Crews increased the watersheds in size a number of times and installed larger water 

storage tanks, including a 35,000-gallon concrete tank built in 1896 perched precari

ously on the rocks overlooking the lighthouse stairs. The boilers were altered to 

burn fuel oil as well as coal for a savings in cost. In 1910 a gasoline-powered compres

sor and a more efficient six-inch siren replaced one of the steam plants and the 

twelve-inch siren, a move that necessitated rebuilding the fog signal building. The 

siren, in turn, was replaced with a Canadian-built Type G Air Diaphone in 1915, 

which was run by 30-horsepower Doak gasoline engines. Mariners agreed that this 

improvement brought the light station up to date in effectiveness and safety. 

The only problem remaining was the distance between the light and the fog 

signal, some 100 feet of steep and dangerous old trail and stairway. Engineers par-
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tially solved this problem in 1929 when the equipment that powered the diaphones 
was moved up to the lighthouse. A wood frame power house, the equipment building 
of this study, had been constructed in late 1928 on the site of the large storage house. 
The new 875-square-foot equipment building, usually called the ''power house" by 
those stationed there, measured 20' x 46' and was set on a concrete slab that sup
ported the heavy engines. A watch room, used as an ~ffice and weather station, and 
a tool/storage room, in addition to a much-needed lavatory (there had been a patent 
flush toilet in the lower fog signal building) and work bench were contained in the 
building, which featured large rolling doors on the east side at the bottom of the 
stairs. According to historian Shanks, this new equipment building, with its wood 
paneling, appeared to be fancier than many others on the coast. A circulating water 
tank outside the building cooled the engines. Moving the equipment to this site per
mitted lighthouse personnel to control the fog signal from the lighthouse area; the 
diaphones, still on the cliff 100 feet below, only had to be attended to occasionally.38 

While this change improved operations a great deal, more could be done. In 
1934, engineers moved the diaphones up to a newly built fog signal building directly 
below the lighthouse to the west. The two horns, mounted in what looked a little 
like a bell tower on the roof of the structure, could be aimed and adjusted for opti

mum performance. At about this time the south door to the equipment building was 
moved to the west side, presumably for more convenient access to the diaphones. 
Five years later, in 1939, commercial electric power reached the light station and one 
of the Doak engines was replaced with an electric motor and compressor; the other 
changed over to electrical operation in about 1948. A backup generator was installed 
about a year after electrification. 34 

In about 1947 the Type G Diaphones were replaced with F2T typhon air 
horns; these were replaced with "super typhon" dual emitter compressed air horns in 

about 1962. Two new electric motors and compressors replaced older ones in the 
power plant and an International Harvester/GE diesel generator plant supplanted a 
smaller one, for use in the event of power failures. The fog signal operated with this 
equipment until1975, when the station was automated and the old equipment sub
sequently turned over to the National Park Service. 

I. MODERNIZING THE LIGHTHOUSE, 1910-1975 

While the fog signal operated with many problems over the years from relying 
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on rainfall to run it, the lighthouse operated smoothly, with few obstacles. Safety 
was always a concern at any lighthouse, as flammable materials were used for many 
purposes at a reservation and fires could start easily, as they had at Point Reyes. At 
the turn of the century Point Reyes still lacked a safe storage building for kerosene. 
The Secretary of Commerce and Labor wrote to the Secretary of the Treasury on De
cember 10, 1904: 

It is necessary for the safety of the light-station at Point Reyes, 
California, and especially to the safety of the large quantity of 
mineral oil which it is necessary to keep at that important and 
isolated high-class light-station, that more secure and less danger
ous storage facilities for it be provided This mineral oil is now 
stored in an oil room, attached to the light-tower, which was 
originally designed to store lard oil. This is dangerous not only to 
the mineral oil but to the light-tower. Therefore it is recommended 
that an isolated brick oilhouse be built in which this inflammable 
illuminant can be stored A building of the size in which to keep 
safely the large quantity of oil needed for this first-order light can 
not be built for $550, the sum named as the maximum for building 
oilhouses in the general appropriation for oilhouses. 

It is estimated that an oilhouse suitable for this station can be built 
for $1,500, and the Light-House Board recommends, and in that 
recommendation this department concurs, that an appropriation of 
this amount be made therefor.36 

Mer much pleading from the district, a small concrete oil house measuring 10' x 11' 
was built in 1910 near the old frame storage bouse for safely storing the fuel for the 
light. 

The light source went through its second upgrading in 1911, when an incan
descent oil vapor light replaced the old oil wick light. Some years later the light 
power was increased from 80,000 candles in 1924 to 160,000 candles in 1926. A 
Lighthouse Service publication noted that the Point Reyes light was seen from a ship 
thirty-nine and a half miles out to sea in 1925. Electrical power was brought to the 
station via lines and poles across Point Reyes in 1939 at a cost to Pacific Gas & Elec
tric Company of$30.000; that year a 1/18 horsepower electric motor was fitted to the 
mechanism pedestal and the old weight system was put aside for emergency use. A 
1500-watt bulb Gater reduced to 1000 watts) replaced the incandescent oil vapor 
light, but during power outages when the auxiliary power aiso failed, a Coleman 
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lantern was hung in its stead; this practice continued until the light was automated 
in 1975. The light power was increased to 170,000 candles in 1954 and to 1,350,000 
candles in 1966. To update services to mariners the Coast Guard installed a Class D 
radiobeacon with a ran.ge of seven to ten miles in 1949.36 

At some time between 1905 and 1915 an eight-sided concrete sidewalk was 
laid around the lighthouse. Also, the doors were replaced at an unknown date, the 
lower gallery door having been replaced with wood some time after 1951. A wind 
vane appears on the lighthouse roof in historic photos from around 1915, but had 
been removed some time after 1941. At an unknown date, considered by some histo
rians and lighthouse men to be near the beginning of World War II, the roof and 
lantern were painted red Historian S~anks speculates that the color change could 
have been and attempt to alleviate any confusion by mariners with the Point Bonita 
light to the south, which had and still has a painted black lantern. 

In 1959 the Coast Guard undertook a major project at the light station: re
placement of the old wooden stairway with 304 concrete steps and a cart track. The 
stairs were built in the same location but with ramps at two portions. An electric 
winch at the top of the stairway controlled a cart capable of hauling equipment and, 
if necessary, personnel. 

In 1960 a modem apartment complex and garage replaced the old dwellings 
after almost a century of use and adverse weather. Ten years later an earthquake 
slightly damaged the light's clockwork mechanisms, resulting in uneven wear on the 
carriage wheels that con tines today. In 1975 the Coast Guard poured a concrete side
walk from the equipment building deck down to the lighthouse deck, as access to the 
automated light building gate.37 

Point Reyes Light Station has traditionally been open to visitors during speci
fied hours. A visitor register dating to 1892 bas been preserved During the 1960s 
visitors could see the station with a Coast Guard guide on weekends. Because of 
staffing problems, however, the Division Chief ordered the station closed to visitors 
effective May 15, 1967. Although the public protested, the Coast Guard never re
lented as long as it controlled the station and only by special permission could a non
service visitor see the lighthouse. 

The light station was automated in 1975 as part of a servicewide moderniza
tion program. The Coast Guard erected a concrete building on the site of the fog 
signal building directly west of the lighthouse on which it put a revolving reflector 
light, a new radiobeacon and electronic tone fog sign.al, all controll~d by timers and 
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Historic Structures Report: Point Reyes Light Station 

computers. The last keeper, Thomas Smith, turned oft' the venerable old light on 
June 12, 1975, after 105 years of faithful service. By this time most of the historic 
buildings and structures on the reservation had been replaced with modern ones; 
only the lighthouse, equipment building, oil house, cisterns, watersheds and various 
sheds and outbuildings remained. Two years later the lighthouse and its 83 acres of 
land were transferred to the National Park Service for inclusion in Point Reyes Na
tional Seashore. The Coast Guard retained fee title to two tiny parcels in the reser
vation and the concrete transformer house. After construction of safety barriers, 
restrooms and a visitor center, the historic light station was reopened to the public in 
1977.38 

J. OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES AT POINT REYES 

The United States Weather Bureau, founded in 1872, tracked weather pat
terns with a number of formal and informal manned posts along the California coast 
and provided this important information to the government and mariners. An offi
cial weather station was established at Point Reyes in the 1890s under the supervi
sion of Julius C. Hayden, a former Signal Corpsman who had built similar stations on 
Mt. Tamalpais and the Farallon Islands. Hayden apparently operated the station out 
of existing buildings at the light station until permission was granted by the Light
house Board in 1901 to build a Weather Bureau station and dwelling. During the 
winter of 1901-1902 Hayden supervised construction of a two-story frame dwelling, 
with a weather observatory in the upper floor, perched at the edge of the cliff over
looking the top of the lighthouse stairs. Hayden experimented in wireless telegraphy 
using flagstaffs erected on the rocky hilltop adjacent to the station. Historian Jack 
Mason described the operation: 

A flag told the direction of the wind, anemometers how fast it was 
going. Fog and rain forecasting was pretty much "by the seat of the 
pants": 

Red sky in the morning, 
Is a sailor's sure warning. 

Red sky at night, 
Sailor,s delight. 

Mer recording his morning observations on the Point, the station 
chief telegraphed (later telephoned) them to San Francisco, whence 
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they were disseminated by mail, telegraph, telephone and (around 
1920) radio.39 

The last meteorologist stationed at the site was Julius Smith, who raised two 

children in the little house on the clift' and kept chickens in the small yar~ where a 

swing had been set up. Two albums of the Smiths' family life at the site now in the 

Jack Mason Museum in Inverness provide a detailed look at life on the point early in 
the century. Smith and his family left the station on Aprill5, 1927. The Weather 
Bureau transferred the building to the Coast Guard later that year; it was used to 

house the principal keeper until its destruction in about 1960. The National Park 
Service rebuilt the foundation into an observation deck at the top of the lighthouse 

stairs, providing a favorite site for whalewatchers. 40 

The United States Navy took charge of the Coast Guard facilities during 
World War II, including the Point Reyes Light Station. The Navy granted a permit 

to the Department of War, United States Army on May 7, 19437 to establish a harbor 

defense radar installation near the eastern end of the lighthouse reservation. The 
army built a combination barracks, mess hall and latrine with a PX store, a prefabri
cated day room, an underground lookout station, a radar transmitter house and a 
power house, as well as water, electric and sewer systems. Of the approximately 15 

enlistees at the installation Point Reyes historian Jack Mason wrote: 

Rapport with the lighthouse personnel was excellent. When the 
boys wore out the felt on their pool table, keeper Gustav Zetterquist 
replaced it. For Christmas, the Gls chipped in and bought Mrs. 
Zetterquist a chenille bedspread The boys had a mascot, Murphy, 
a little dog of jumbled ancestry. When naughty, Murphy was made 
to stand on his hind legs in a comer until he promised to do better. 41 

According to Mrs. Zetterquist's daughter, the army men regularly visited the 
family home for dinner, bringing hard-to-get rationed items like sugar and candy for 

the kids and receiving in return the results of Mrs. Zetterquist's fine baking . .u 

Per an agreement dated March 10, 1944, the lighthouse obtained limited 
water supplies from the army installation's well, replacing the old rainshed collection 

system in use at the light station for 75 years. The army abandoned the installation 

after the war and declared the installation buildings surplus on February 3, 1950; in 

1952 the buildings were transferred to the Coast Guard and demolished.~ 
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K. THE KEEPERS OF THE UGHT 

The Point Reyes Light Station held a reputation for many years as one of the 

less desirable assignments on the west coast. A combination of wind, fog and dark
ness, the unrelenting fog signal, the immense set of stairs, not to mention isolation 
and poor wages, took a severe toll on the keepers and their assistants. Incidents of 
insanity, alcoholism, violence and insubordination plagued the station during its first 

half-century of operation. Not until modem conveniences arrived, such as better 
roads, transportation and electrical power,.did the working conditions improve to any 
extent. 

The station's staff included the principal keeper, usually a Lighthouse Service 
veteran, and three assistants, ranked as first, second and third assistant keepers. All 
were provided quarters, and many had families; until the Coast Guard took over the 
lighthouses, keepers were reportedly encouraged to come with families as a way to 

keep the men from boredom and isolation. Pay scales in 1887 ranged from $800 per 
year for the principal keeper to $600 for the first assistant and $500 for the second 

and third assistants. Depending on the particular year, the service provided rations, 
although some reports complain of lack of government-provided rations. Marin 
County's historian pleaded for the keepers' well being in 1880: 

When it is considered how these men have to live, far removed from 
society and neighbors, on a barren rock, subjected to the dangers 
and fatigues incident to their vocation, and the great responsibility 
which rests upon their shoulders, it would seem that the Govern
ment could well afford to be far more liberal in remunerating their 
services. The fate and destiny of valuable property and precious 
lives are in their hands .. . ... 

Seven years later the San Francisco Chronicle commented on a somewhat different 
situation; 

This [wage] seems a mere pittance (in fact it is not lavish), but, con
sidering all that the word "rations" includes, it might be worse. 
House rent and repairing, stove fixtures, fuel, coal-oil, beef, pork, 
flour, rice, beans, potatoes, onions, sugar, coffee and vinegar are 
among the articles furnished by Government, with a privilege of ex
changing any of them in something else. 46 
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Until1929 the keepers worked double watches during the frequently foggy 
nights. With one man stationed at the light tower and the other manning the fog 

signal! 00 feet below, both withstood battering winds and an unimaginable racket 

from the fog signal's constant blasts. A sleeping room provided a safe place to rest 
between watches or when the wind prevented passage up the stairs, an apparently 

common event, as mentioned in the Chronicle: "On the left [of the stairway] a guard 

rail insures comparative safety to the keepers, who, as it is in heavy gales, have occa
sionally to prostrate themselves during the passage, making the best of their way be

tween gusts, so furious is the sweep of the wind"· · 
Day-to-day life at the station consisted of tedious tasks such as polishing the 

lens, cleaning and painting, repair of facilities and instruments, or making trips to 
the landing, post office or local ranch for supplies. Depending on the disciplinary 

character of the principal keeper, the work could be performed under pressure or 
barely at all. As evidenced in the keepers log ofl872-1896, some keepers let the sta

tion fall into disrepair while others enforced a stricter work ethic and pushed their 
crews to make the place shine. For instance, when John C. Ryan took over the 
station in January 1888, he found it to be in extremely poor condition and put his 
assistants to work cleaning it up. Ryan crowded the keepers log with lists of tasks 

performed, many of which were cosmetic; the crew appeared to have worked harder 

than any other time in the light station's history. Apparently he pushed a bit too 

hard, as in 1889 one assistant went "crazy" and was taken to the authorities at 
Olema; this incident was followed by Ryan's dismissal from the service. 

The life of a keeper figured in romantic interpretations worldwide during the 
pioneer era of the job. Point Reyes received fame as one of the remote outposts on 

the California coast, and although isolated, close enough to a big city to be visited and 
reported on. The Chronicle's writer in 1887 found himself fascinated with the per
sonal aspects at Point Reyes: 

It is a lonely vigil, disposing one to serious meditation. The various 
ways in which the different watchers beguile their time, the books 
they read, the impressions made upon them by the weird and awful 
nature of their surroundings, are matters of interest to the philoso
pher. The first assistant has embodied his emotions in verse. It was 
the writer's good fortune to hear these poems read by their author 
under peculiarly favorable circumstances, and to the little group of 
listeners their quaint charm will long remain an impressive mem
ory inseparable from the scene. 46 
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Principal keeper E.G. Chamberlain, obviously depressed but in a poetic mood, wrote 

in the keepers log in September of 1885, "Fog fog and nothing but fog I had no mail 
since 9th instant I getting short of provisions," and then quoted English poet William 

Cowper: 

0 solitude where are the charms 
That sages have seen in thy face, 

Better dwell in the midst of alarms 
Than reign in this horrible place. 

Society friendship to love 
Divinely bestowed upon man, 

0 had I the wings of a dove, 
How soon would I taste you again .• , 

While some keepers found poetic inspiration at the light station, others found loneli

ness, boredom and claustrophobia. Problems with alcoholism plagued the station, as 

described by the Chronicle writer: 

Another local celebrity, in his way, was a late (and now happily 
deposed) keeper, notorious for his love of the flowing bowl. It is said 
that he even regaled himself, when out of whisky, with the alcohol 
furnished for cleaning lamps, and a familiar sight to the ranchman 
was this genial gentleman lying dead drunk by the roadside, while 
his horse, attached to the lighthouse wagon, grazed at will over the 
country. It was no unusual thing for him to be drunk for days at his 
station. 

Apparently the fog signal caused most of the problems to keepers at the sta

tion. The signal building lay some 100 feet in elevation below the light, or another 

several hundred steps down the cliff. The steam apparatus was quirky and danger

ous, requiring a great deal of maintenance and worry. The signal itself, whether 

siren or steam whistle, brought on numerous staff problems. The 1887 Chronicle 
article considered that the incessant sirens made "night and day alike hideous . .. the 

blast alone, which lasts five seconds and recurs every seventy seconds, is enough to 

drive any ordinary man mad, and must, it seems, exert a wearing effect upon even 

the hardened nerves of a keeper." The writer noted that after 176 hours of continu

ous operation, "the jaded attendants looked as if they had been on a protracted 

spree." 
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These difficulties wore on all the keepers, but no doubt brought the most 

problems to the principal keeper. Toogood wrote: 

Keepers came and went frequently at Point Reyes light station 
during the nineteenth century, reflecting the nearly constant per
sonnel problems plaguing that lonely spot. In March 1876 tensions 
flared between the principal keeper, William Wadsworth, and his 
second and third assistant keepers, who threatened him with 
violent language when he tried to put them on road repair. In 1875, 
however, Wadsworth had experienced his greatest trials with third 
assistant J.D. Parker, who threatened the safety of many naviga
tors with his insubordination and neglectful duty. According to the 
keeper, Parker once shut down the fog signal, reporting clear 
weather when the Point was socked in with fog. Several times 
Parker failed to start the fog signal for hours after the fog rolled in, 
or didn't show up for his watch, or was late in reporting to duty. On 
one occasion Parker blew the fog whistle with little steam, only 
sounding it on five to fifteen minute intervals, so that when a 
steamboat signaled, he was unable to respond, although the station 
had plenty of water to operate the whistles at full pressure. On 
another occasion, he tampered with the fog signals' adjustments 
without authority, and on a consistent basis he refused to start his 
duty at the lighthouse one-half hour before sundown, although 
instructed several times to do so by keeper Wadsworth. Some days 
Parker would disappear from the station without explanation, and 
then return drunk, unable to go on watch. On Christmas eve, 187 5, 
Parker attended a ball at a neighboring ranch, where he apparently 
burst into drunken song to entertain the guests, and to Keeper 
Wadsworth's disgust, vomited in front of the company.48 

Lighthouse personnel did have various diversions, although most required a 

ride of more than an hour distant. The towns of Olema and Nicasio held regular 
balls, which were sometimes attended by keepers. One assistant, John McFarland, 
attended many balls and visited the local towns and ranches frequently during the 
mid-1870s, according to the keepers log; he often stayed away for days, apparently 

with the blessing of his superior. Eventually the keeper noted in the log: "Grave 

charges were preferred against John A. F. McFarland by Misses Vienna Jewell and 

Fannie Perham." McFarland was suspended but reinstated after the charges were 

tabled The nature of Mr. McFarland's transgressions will perhaps never be known; 

be soon left to take charge of the Point Montara lighthouse.~9 

To many the lighthouse keepers stood as heroes, and one Point Reyes keeper, 
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Fred Kreth, became known as a real hero. In about 1927 the three-man crew of a 

fishing vessel found themselves stranded for twenty-four hours at an inaccessible 

area below the lighthouse. After the Coast Guardsmen from the lifeboat station at 

Drakes Bay failed to reach the wet and frightened men, Kreth climbed down the 

rocky cliffs to the fishermen and guided them to the safety of the keeper's quarters.60 

Keepers found friendships and family-style companionship at local ranches. 

Until after the turn of the century one ranch, the F Ranch near the head of Drakes 

Estero, acted as a kind of community center, with post office, store and schooner 

landing. The log often mentions visits, meat purchases, or trips to the post office 

there. Mail service did not reach the lighthouse itself until well into the 20th cen

tury; a fourth-class post office established at the lighthouse in about 1925 survived 

until the 1940s. The mail drivers commonly would also deliver groceries from the 

store at Inverness to the keepers' families. The local school was originally located in 

a gulch beyond G Ranch until it was mov9d to A Ranch adjacent to the lighthouse in 

1923. The old schoolhouse hosted community meetings and parties in addition to 

performing its educational responsibilities. Also, trustees of a Portuguese social hall 

on the Inverness road held regular dances and social gatherings, to which all were 
invited. 51 

The poor condition of the road to the lighthouse from Olema contributed to 

the isolation and hardships faced by the residents of the light station. The twenty

mile stretch of dirt and sand, planked in some places, was the responsibility of vari

ous local roadmasters until the tum of the century. Conditions varied along the 

road, as some dairymen kept the stretch through their ranch in excellent shape 

while others ignored their road sections. Sandy portions closer to the lighthouse res

ervation caused the greatest problems, as maintenance of the corduroy, or planked, 

sections taxed the keepers and roadmasters. A reporter from the Marin Journal 
remarked after an 1889 visit that "the wheels of the carriage utter sounds that grate 

upon the nerves, and the horses soon indicate the labor necessary to cross these 

sandy spaces by slowing down to a bum-drum walk, and a spiritless movement."52 

By 1927 the road as far as J. V. Mendoza's B Ranch had been widened and 

resurfaced, but the remaining 3.3 miles to the lighthouse continued to be poor. Con- . 

gressman Clarence F. Lea wrote to the Lighthouse Service Commissioner after a 

visit to the lighthouse: 

At present the Lighthouse Service is under a heavy expense for 
hauling supplies between the landing at Drakes Bay and the sta-
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tion, the road being impassable during wet weather, and the west
erly half of it being very difficult to negociate at any time due to 
heavy drifting sand. The Service keeps the western portion of this 
road corduroyed at considerable expense in order that supplies may 
be hauled to the station. 63 

Congressman Lea introduced a bill for funding road improvements but no money 
came of it; the county funded a general improvement in 1929 consisting of widening 

the road to sixteen feet, laying down a rock surface, and constructing culverts and 

ditches. Finally, in 1931, the Lighthouse Service funded improvement of the road to 
eighteen feet wide with a decomposed granite surface. Keepers and their families 
could now travel to the nearby towns without the rigors of the previous decades. 54 

L. SIGNIFICANCE 

The Point Reyes Lighthouse is one of the last remaining operable 19th-cen
tury lighthouses on the West Coast. According to historian Shanks, it is an unsur

passed example of a classic West Coast lighthouse and one of the finest examples of 
iron plate lighthouses in the country. While it has been replaced by an automated 
system, the 1870 lighthouse with original fresnel lens and counterweight operation is 

still used by National Park Service staff for interpretive purposes, a rare situation for 
a closed lighthouse. The architectural integrity of the original tower is complete, 

with the exception of window replacement (the original glass has been replaced with 

plexiglass), light source (electric for the last 51 years), and a replacement door on the 

lower floor. The original lens and clockwork mechanism, built in Paris in 1867, are 
intact. 

The equipment building is aJso intact with minor architectural changes. Its 

machinery is intact and could be made operable. Its design is highly unusual, in that 
all of the other fog signals on the West Coast were contained in one building. operat

ing as a unit; as an independent powerhouse structure supplementary to a fog signal, 
it is unique. 

These elements of the Point Reyes Light Station possess significance as inte
gral units of the West Coast lighthouse and fog signal system. Point Reyes, consid

ered to be the foggiest and windiest point on the West Coast, has historically been 

one of the more important landmarks for mariners, beginning with the earliest 
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explorers of the region. The light station is significant in the history of maritime 
comme~ce and as an aid to navigation under the U.S. Lighthouse Service and U.S. 
Coast Guard in California In addition, it is architecturally significant as the only 

remaining operable lighthouse of its type on the West Coast (Cape Mendocino Light
house in Humboldt County is practically identical, but has been stripped of its lens 
and mechanism and is in poor condition after years of abandonment). 

The complex at the foot of 304 stairs on the western headland of Point Reyes 
provides the visitor with a rare example of an intact light station of the era 1870-
1930. Only the Coast Guard automated light intrudes on the historic scene, although 
it is of interest in itself as a vivid representation of the changes in the aids to naviga
tion on the California coast. 

K. ENDNOTES 

This historical report is based largely on an existing National Park Service history of the lighthouse, with 
additions and corrections provided: Toogood, Anna Coxe, Historic Resource Study: A Civil History of· 
Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Point Reyu National Seashore, California, pp. 206-207, 238-
275. Toogood's numerous references are not cited individually in this report. 

1San Francisco Chronicle, September 25, 1887. 

2Sba.nks and Shanks, 1978, p.l9; Shanks ealJs Point Reyes ''the foggiest point on the Pacific Coast ... and 
the nation's windiest headland as well"; Mason, in Point Reyes, The Solemn Land, page 117, refers to Dr. 
Horace Byel'S' Synoptic and Aeronautic Meteorological Book about Point Reyes fog; Holland, p. 202, 
quotes 2,139 hours offog in 1918; according to the United Statu Lighthouse Service Bulletin, Vol. IV 
#37, Januazy 3, 1933, pp. 141-142, Point Reyes had the highest number offog hours in the service 
during fiscal year 1982: 1,774 hours, and 2,129 in FY 1930; highest number of fog hours was 2.662 in 
1953, recorded in Gibbs, p. 71; average wind velocity at Point Reyes was found to be 23.5 miles per hour 
year round, with winds of 100 mph recorded in 1916 (National Register of Historic Places Nomination 
Form, 1973, and Gibbs, p. 71). · 

'Holland, p. 202. 

•Map, Copy "A", Executive Office, September 11, 1854, in Real Property records, U.S. Coast Guard, 
Alameda. California; Lt. T.A. Jenkins to Mlijor Hartman Bache, Corps of Engineers, May 2, 1855, 
National Archives, Record Group 26. A lighthouse at Point Lobos was never built; in its stead a third 
order light was built at Mile Rock outside San Francisco Bay. 

6Mason, Point Reyes, pp. 25-29. 

6Deed recorded on March 18, 1856, Book C, page 52. Toogood, p. 241. The deed states a price of$1,000. 

7Toogood, p. 241; there is little doubt that the Civil War interfered with negotiations during this time. 

*Ellison, p. 359. Lighthouse Board Annual Reports, 1867-68. 

t~Toogood, p. 243. 

10Deeds book G page 518, Marin County Recorders Office. The figure for acreage is almost universally 
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stated in historical reports and books as 120 acres, but has never been substantiated; no evidence of a 
change in boundaries has been found during the current research, while the official acreage has been 
noted as 83 acres for all documents of this century. 

11Shanks, 1978, p. 21. 

12Letters and diaries of George Davidson (1825-1911), Bancroft Llorary, University of California, 
Berkeley. 

13Sehmeider, in Point Reyes Hi8torian, pp. 5()8.509. 

14San Francisco Chron~. September 25, 1887, p. 8. 

16Unidentified letter, 1870, probably from Twelfth District engineer Col. RS. Williamson Getter refers to 
"my last annual report''), NA RG 26, UIB Vol 285. 

18At some point between 1856 and 1870 the specifications were changed to provi.de for a first order re
volving lens, replacing a second order light planned during the 1850s. 

17Lighthouse Board Annual Reports, 1871. 

18Light lists from later years noted the characteristic as a 1.5 second tlash and 3.5 second eclipse; this 
was amended by 1950 to a 1. 7 second flash and 3.3 second eclipse. The light tower is documented to have 
been painted white with a black lantern (roo( window frames and balcony) at least to 1924; oral histories 
indicate the the lantern was black until World War U; early photos tend to corroborate this, although no 
early color photos of the light have been found; also see Shanks, p.22. The first photographs of the light 
tower, taken by Eadweard Muybridge in 1870, show what appears to be either no paint or a light-color 
primer coat on the lantern. It appears that the tower was painted similar to today's paint scheme (red 
roof, white lantern and tower, black and green balconies) during the 1870s and 1880s, evidenced by 
orders for paint for the tower dated 1875 which involved 100 pounds of white lead, 25 pounds of red lead 
and 10 pounds of green, and by a description in the 1889 Coast Pilot, which desen'bed the lighthouse as a 
white tower with the top of the lantern painted red and two open balustrades painted black. In 1888 it 
took the crew ten days to paint the tower; they used red primer during that job. From the Lighthouse 
Keepers Journal, 1875, 1876, 1888. 

19Munro-Fraser, pp. 304-805. 

20Lighthouse Board Annual Reports, 1871. 

2 1Munro-Fraser, p. 305. 

22Lighthouse Keepers Journal, 1872-1877, NPS Collection: entries of July 22, August 16-23 and Septe.m
ber 8, 1872; Marin Journal, September 21, 1872. 

23I.igbthouse Keepers Journal, October 1875. Toogood, p. 256. 

24Lighthouse Board Annual Reports, 1880, quoting a report submitted by the Twelfth District Inspector. 

26Lighthouse Keepers Journal, March 11, September 6 and 9, 1890. Lighthouse Board Annual Reports, 
1896, 1900, 1907. 

26San Francisco Chronic!£, September 25, 1887, p. 8. 

27The Lighthouse Keepers Journal provides the correct date for conversion to mineral oil, September 1, 
1887; entries of September 1-13, 1887. Entries of April and December, 1889. Letter from Frank A Burt 
to Engineer, 12th District, April 30, 1906. 
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28Quote from Lighthouse Keepers Journal. Feb. 12, 1877. 

29San Francisco Daily Alta California, August 25, 1885. 
30Marin Coun.ty Journal, February 21, 1889. Lighthouse Keepers Journal, 1880-1890. 

31Lighthouse Keepers Journal, January 21, month ofFebruary, April16, May 20, June 17, October 10, 
1888, February 7 and 10, 1889. 

31Toogood, pp. 271-272. Interview with Ralph Shanks. 

33Toogood, pp. 262-266. Coast Guard Property Data Inventory, March 6, 1946. 

341nterview with Charles Zetterquist. 

Mlighthouse.Board Annwl Reports, 1906. 

36Toogood, pp. 266-267. Marin Journal, July 20, 1939; Lighthouse Seroice Bulletin, Vol ill, Number 18, 
June 1, 1925. 

~Baywood Press, July 2 and October 29, 1969. 

36Data in Coast Guard and Point Reyes National Seashore files. 

39M.ason. Point &yes Historian, p. 293. 

40Letters of Lighthouse Service, December 4, 1926 and January 12, 1927, Coast Guard files, Alameda • 

41Mason, Point Reyes Historian, p. 625; Mason cites the Point Reyes Light, January 4, 1968 and memo
ries of Mrs. Zetterquist.. 

UJnterview with Maey Giddings by Suzanne Baty, 1990, Jack Mason Museum. 

43Letters, February 16 and 26, 1944, Octo~er 8, 1945, May 12, 1949, May 6 and June 19, 1952, and permit 
dated March 10, 1944, Coast Guard files, Alameda. 

44Munro-Fraser, p. 306. 

46San Francisco Chronicle, September 26, 1887, p. 8. 

4&Jbid. 

47Gunn. p. 25, attributes the poem to Cowper (1731-1800) in his Verses Su.pposed to be Written by Alexan

der Selkirk; Selkirk was supposedly the model for Defoe's Robinson Crusoe. 

•aToogood, pp. 26&-269. 

49Lighthouse Keepers Journal, July 24, 1873, March 17 and September 6, 187 4 and February 7, 1875. 

50San Francisco Examiner, undated article; letter from Mrs. Ruth Kreth to U.S. Coast Guard dated May 
28,1971. 

&!Mason, Point Reyes, pp. 149, 151. Interview with Mary Giddings. 
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52 Marin County JourruJ!, September 12, 1889. 

53Ji.W. Rhodes to Lighthouse Commissioner, November 29, 1927, National Archives, RG 26. 

64Toogood, p. 274. 
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ill. CONSTRUCTION ffiSTORY 

A. DESCRIPTION OF CONTRIBUTING BUILDINGS 

1. LIGHTHOUSE (PR-025) 

The Point Reyes Lighthouse, built in 1870, is a sixteen-sided pyramidal 
tower with three levels, a watch room, first gallery (mechanisms) and second gallery 
Oantern). It is constructed of iron plate, bolted together and to a concrete base. The 
second gallery is largely a glass (plexiglass) lantern with metal astragals and an iron 
and copper roof. Narrow balconies surround the first and second galleries on the 
outside. There are two interior spiral staircases. The pedestal holding the clock
work mechanisms stands in the fll'st gallery, supported by a pole-like base which 
extends to the ground floor. The lens, measuring 8' 6" high, is mounted on the ped
estal and fills the lantern level (second gallery). The lighthouse is 20' in diameter at 
the base and 35' high. The tower has been painted white, with a red roof, black 
decks and green trim. 

Only minor structural changes have occurred at the lighthouse. What was 
apparently a riveted iron door on the first gallery was replaced in 1934 with a welded 
steel plate door which remains. The lower level door was replaced at an unknown 
date with a four-panel wood door. The light was electrified in 1939, necessitating 
holes being machined into the lens pedestal to accommodate an electric motor. At an 
unknown date linoleum was installed on the first gallery floor. 

Paint scemes on the lighthouse have changed through the years. The lantern 
exterior (top level) was painted black or red until at least 1889, with a red roof and 
and black baustrades on a white tower. The lantern was then painted black, includ
ing the roof, from about 1892 to about 1941, when the roof and lantern were re
painted red More recently, about 1965, the astragals were painted white and the 
balconies green, leaving the roof red 

The lighthouse complex was abandoned in 1975 when an automated light was 
placed below the light tower. Now under National Park Service management, the 
lighthouse has undergone restoration and is in good condition. The lighthouse is 
fully operable and used for park interpretation programs. 
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2. EQUIPMENT BUILDING (PR-016) 

The fog signal equipment building, built in 1928 and put into operation 

in February 1929, is a 20' x 46' wood frame one-story building on a concrete slab 

foundation. I.ts purpose was to house the machinery necessary to power the fog 

signal, first located about 100' feet below on the cliff and after 1934 in a building 
adjacent to the lighthouse tower. It has also been called the power house, or the 

machinery building. It is composed of four rooms: a large machinery room with 
natural wood paneling, which contains a generator, two electric motors and compres
sors, a compressed air storage tank, work bench, sink, and related hardware, gauges 

and electrical utility boxes; a watch room with desk; a storage room, more recently 

called the TV room, with cabinets; and a lavatory, now used for storage. The build

ing has a door on the west side and a set of rolling doors on the east side at the foot of 

the stairway which leads up to the visitor center and dwellings. The building is 
painted white with green trim and has a red composition tile roof. 

The equipment building has been slightly altered: the smaller door was 
moved from the south side to the west some time between 1935 and 1945; a door was 
added between the watch room and the storage room after 1951; a single swinging 

door was added into one of the sliding doors on the east side after 1951; the ventila

tors on the roof were altered over the years and have since been removed; and the 
machinery has been changed and updated over the years (the current equipment 

dates from 1962 and is no longer operable). The building is in good condition. 

3. TRANSFORMER BUILDING 

The transformer building, built in 1910, is a 10' x 11' concrete box with 
a metal door on the west side. It has an almost fiat hipped roof and panels formed in 

the walls. The building was originally used as an oil storage house until the light 
station was electrified in 1939; it has since housed the electrical transformer and is 
still owned and used by the Coast Guard It has had few structural alterations since 

construction except for a replaced door. 
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4. CISTERN AND WATERSHEDS (PR--014 & 019) 

The first 100,000-gallon brick-and-concrete ciste.m and 10,000-square

foot concrete watershed (PR-019) were built in 1871 to collect and store water for the 
steam-powered fog signal and for general use. The collection system was supple

mented with other watersheds in 1875 and 1881. One smaller cistern and watershed 
was built on the rocks overlooking the lighthouse stairs (P~14) in 1896. A new wa
tershed of 6,000 square feet was built to the east of the keepers cottages (garage 
today) in 1900. The cisterns were not used for fog signal operation after 1915, when 

the signal was switched to engine power. The original cistern appears as a dome at 
the lower elevations of the large watershed; the actual water storage is under the 
dome. The watersheds are cracked, with plants invading the openings. 

5. OLD GARAGE (VISITOR CENTER) (PR-017) 

The current visitor center, sometimes called the multi-purpose build
ing, was constructed as a one-car garage in 1924. It is a wood frame building with 

four windows and a gable roof, 14' x 20'. The original garage door opening was re
placed before 1975 with a wall and standard door. In 1976 the building was outfitted 
s.s a visitor center, and the interior was renovated in 1990. 

6. FUEL AND PAINT STORAGE BUILDING (PR-021) 

This small white building was constructed before 1925, possibly as early 
as 1900. It is wood frame, with a gable roof, measuring 6' x 8'. It is still in use and is 

in good condition. The structure was repainted in 1990. 

7. PUMP HOUSE (PR-022) 

This building is reached by a flight of stairs which depart northerly near 

the visitor center. It measures 6' x 8' and is similar to the fuel and paint shed. It was 

constructed in about 1935 and is in good condition. 
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8. STAIRWAY (PR-012) 

The long flight of stairs to the lighthouse from the dwellings on the 
bluff above was originally made of thick planks of wood It was replaced in 1959 by 
this sturdy, reinforced concrete stairway which measures four feet wide by 600'. 
There are 304 steps and two ramp sections, the equivalent height of a ten-story 
building. The steps are flanked by parallel ramps which accommodate a cart, oper
ated by an electric winch at the top of the stairs. Aluminum railings with light fix
tures at intervals were installed on both sides of the stairway. Three small rest 
areas were built by the National Park Service about halfway up the stairs in 1977. 

9. MISCELLEANEOUS STRUCTURES 

Also at the lighthouse complex are miscellaneous remains of structures 
and buildings spanning the history of the lighthouse. Among these are the trail to 
the original fog signal (1871) which is largely intact but unfit for public use; founda
tions of various water and fuel storage tanks on many portions of the site; founda
tions of the weather bureau building (1902-ca. 1960), now used as the main visitor 
overlook at the top of the stairs, and brick foundations of the old washhouse below 
the upper walkway; various tank, tower and antennae bases; and at least two dump 
sites. Of interest is the road to the lighthouse from the landing at Drakes Bay: much 
of it is in its original alignment, and portions of abandoned alignment remain. The 
section from Nunes (A) Ranch to the landing remains as a one-lane road, similar if 
not identical to the original road 

B. NON-CONTRIBUTING STRUCTURES 

There are four non-contributing structures in the complex: the automated 
light station below the 1870 lighthouse, built in 1975 and owned and operated by the 
U.S. Coast Guard; the restroom building next to the visitor center, built in 1977 by 
the National Park Service; the apartment quarters, a two-story building constructed 
by the Coast Guard in 1960; and the garage/office, also constructed by the Coast 
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Guard in 1960. A number of water tanks and a pump shed stand on the east side of 
the reservation. There are also a number of small communications facilities located 
east of the complex on hilltops along the road to the lighthouse; however, most of 
these are not within the historic boundaries of the lighthouse reservation. 
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c. IDSTORIC BASE MAP from Toogood 
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NO SCALI 

1. Fog signal (site, 1871-1934) 
2. Trail/stairs to fog signal 
S. Route of coal chute 
4. Modern light station/site of fog signal 

1984-1974 
5. Lighthouse, 1870 
6. Equipment building, 1928 
7. Transformer building (old oil house), 1910 
8. Fuel tank (site) 
9. Gasoline storage building (site) 
10. Wooden 42,000 gal. water tank (site) 
11. Staitway, 1959 (site of original wooden stairs) 
12. Weather Bureaujkeepers dwelling, 

1902-c.1960 (site) 
13. Rainshed, site of storm warning pole 

&flagpole 
14. Cistern, 1898 
15. Washhouse (site) 
16. Single garage, fuel shed (site) 

f 

..... - ---....._ 

CIVIL ICISTOIIY. GOLOlN GAT£ NATIONAl lllCIIfATION AIIL\ 

POINT REYES LIGHTHOUSE STATION 
HISTORIC lASE MAl'. StcltT 1 

17. Visitor center (ex-garage) 
18. Planked terrace (site) 
19. Pump house, 1934 
20. Fuel and paint storage building, c. 1900 
21. Cistern, 1871 
22. Rainshed, 1871-1900 
23. Paint shop (site) 
24. Coal house (site) 
25. Double keepers quarters, 1870-1960 (site), 

apartments, 1960 
26. Outhouses, sheds, laundry & store buildings 

(sites) 
27. Keepers cottages. 1885-1960 (site) 
28. Fuel and store building (site) 
29. Barn, 3-car garage (site) 
30. Modern pump house, site of gas storage building 
31. Stable, barn (site) 
32. One-car garage, 1933 (site) 
33. Upper rainshed, 6,000 square feet, 1900 (site) 
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Historic Structures Repon: Point Reyes Ught Station 

IV. ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The prime objective of this section of the report is to assemble, into one docu

ment (the historic structures report), the architectural information that has accumu

lated over the years, especially the last ten years (1979-1989). It was during this 

period of time that the most intensive preservation treatments were carried out. 
There have been no fewer than four separate architectural thrusts, ending with the 
nearly complete restoration of the Point Reyes Lighthouse. 

The historic Point Reyes Light Station is located on an extremely rugged 

precipice, and as such is subjected to the salt air of the northern California coastal 
environment. By the late 1970s, when the initial preservation measures were begun, 

the lighthouse and its equipment building were in a state of serious disrepair and ne

glect. Many of the three-level lighthouse's iron components were fused together; the 

ferrous metal was exfoliating; dissimilar metals were reacting (electrolysis); and the 

paint was peeling, leaving no protection for the structure . 
Though extensive treatments have been performed on this structure, addi

tional preservation recommendations will be made in the next section to deal with 
solving problems and incorporating newly discovered historic data, setting the stage 

for additional preservation treatments of the interior of the equipment building. In 
general, this section of the report will fill in known gaps in the existing data base. 

B. ASSESSMENT OF CHARACTEft..DEFINING FEATURES 
AND EXISTING CONDITIONS 

1. UGBTHOUSE 

a. EXTERIOR 

The exterior of the lighthouse can be described in three basic 

components: the base or ground level, the first gallery level (first level), and the 

second gallery level and lantern level (second level). 
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Ground Level: The J:>ase of the structure is a simple sixteen-sided symmetrical 
structure. All of the elements listed below are character-defining features, with 
modem additions or constructions noted 

1. The base construction of the lighthouse is primarily segmental iron plate 
construction surrounded by a concrete slab. The concrete is scored decoratively, ra
diating out from comer and midpoints of the battered metal wall. 

2. There are sixteen canted (105·degrees) and·tapered Oarger at base) iron 
plates, joined at flush iron ribs. Attachments are made at ribs with exposed steel 
bolts and rivets. 

3. All surfaces are painted gloss white with the exception of a dark gloss green 
trim paint at the base and flange. 

4. There are two windows in the upper portion of the base. They are single 
light, plexi.glass, flush (no trim), rectangular in shape, and fill between rib segments. 
These windows show signs of having been damaged (scratched) during past paint 
removal treatments. 

5. There is one hooded entry door. It is located between rib segments. The 
door is a four-panel (modem), single leaf. Historically this door swung out. 

6. At the top of the wall plates there are exposed (semi-arched) cast iron 
supports at each rib to support the first-level gallery deck above. 

First Gallery Level: This is actually the second level of the structure, accessed by a 
cat walk from the area just in front of the equipment building. It bas a gallery deck 
that encircles the structure with a guard rail. All of the elements listed below are 
character-defining features. 

1. Sixteen decorative recessed panel castings make up the wall of the first 
level gallery. They are painted gloss white. At this point the walls become vertical, 
breaking from the cant at the base of the panel assemblies (see historic drawings). 
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Historic Structures Report: Point Reyes Ught Station 

2. Sixte~n striated iron plates make up the first level gallery deck, painted 

gloss black. 

3. The gallery deck is ringed by heavy iron balusters, railings and posts. Posts 
and balustrades are round, the railing rectangular, the tops of the posts capped by 

spherical iron finials (fifteen, one is missing); all of these elements are painted gloss 

green. There are sixteen segments of actual decking. 

4. A simple ship-type ladder has been removed (for obvious safety reasons) 

from the first-level gallery. The missing deck plate on the second-level gallery indi

cates the location of this feature. 

5. At the top of the wall panel plates, exposed cast iron, semi-arched supports 

at each rib support the second-level gallery deck above. Vent openings are located 
between every other support, just below the deck. 

6. There is one hooded entry door. It is located between rib segments. It 
contains a cast iron, welded, four-panel door, painted gloss white. A large brass rim

lock is exposed on the interior. 

Second Gallery Level: This is actually the third level of the structure. The exte

rior gallery deck is accessed historically by a ladder from the first gallery level All of the 

elements listed below are character-defining features. 

1. The lantern walls are glazed continuously with sixteen rectangular, seg- · 

mental sections of three lights apiece. The vertical segments are separated by metal 

astraga]s, the horizontal by transom elements, painted gloss white. 

2. There are hand holds at the mid-points of the upper two rows of lantern 

lights, located on the vertical astragals, painted gloss white. 

3. The lantern roof is divided with the same segmental (sixteen panel) con

struction, similar to the rest of the structure. Distinctive standing seams (the origi

nal vertical seams were covered by one simple lap in 1980) identify the connections of 
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roof panels, which intersect at the circular mount for the ventilator. Conical in 
shape, the roof has a spherical ventilator (vent ball or lamp chimney) at its pinnacle, 

topped by a tapered lightning rod, painted flat red (Red Lead). The concave iron 

cornice and horizontal iron pipe rail (for removable ladder support), which spans 

between astragal positions inside the concave shape of the cornice, are all painted 

gloss green. 

4. A simple cast iron railing, composed of tapered and rounded balusters, a top 

and bottom rail, is set at the perimeter of·the metal deck.· The railing and balusters 

are painted green. Balusters are bolted to the extreme outer points of the sixteen 

gallery deck joints. They are also capped by rounded copper alloy nuts (according to 

restoration drawings 80,021). 

b. INTERIOR 

The interior of the lighthouse can also be described in three basic 
components: the base or ground level, the first gallery level (second level), and the 

second gallery level and lantern level (third level). 

Ground Level: The interior of the ground level is simple and utilitarian. Like the 

exterior, the sixteen-sided wall construction and basic structural system are reflected 

on the interior of this level. The following elements are character-defining features. 

1. The walls consist of painted iron panels situated between exposed vertical 

uprights. These supports are canted 105 degrees toward the center of the structure, 

intersecting with exposed floor beams at the outer perimeter above. All bolt and 

rivet connections are visible. There are two rectangular ports. 

2. The ceiling, like the walls, has exposed structural components. These 

painted iron beams have exposed iron deck panels situated between them, intersect

ing the top of a large vertical pipe column at the center of the structure, like the 

spokes of a wheel. All bolt and rivet connections are visible. These elements are 
painted gloss white. 

An opening in the ceiling for stair access to the fU'St gallery level has two deck 
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sections and two hinged trap doors. The trap doors are held open on the first gallery 

level by metal latches and a non-historic steel grating fills the open hatch. 

3. There is a cast iron spiral stair case, railing and balustrades, accessing the 

second level. This assembly is painted gloss blue-grey, beginning at the northwest

erly part of the room. 

4. The floor of the ground level consists of sixteen segmental iron deck and 
bed plates with flush joints, tapering to the center. They are painted with glossy 

orange paint that also covers the bottom six to eight inches of the walls. Exposed 

iron piers and large bolts anchor the uprights at the segmental bed plates. 

5. A large diameter iron pipe, called a drop tube or weight trunk, containing 

the clock weight, enters this space approximately midway between the center and 

outer walls. It appears nearly vertical and is painted gloss white . 

First Gallery Level: This level is dominated by the intricate clockwork machinery 
that supplies power for rotating the first order lens. The following elements are 

character-defining features. 

1. The walls of this level are segmentedmto the characteristic sixteen flat surfaces, 

reflective of the exterior iron plates. They are clad with vertical, beaded, tongue
and-groove wall boards, painted gloss white, and canted inward from the floor to ap

proximately halfway between the ceiling and the floor. The walls break to vertical at 

this point and continue to the ceiling. There are painted wood moldings located at 

the transitions of all flat segmental sections. 

2. Five wood cabinets are located on the easterly and southerly wall segments. 

They have vertical doors and faces, flush with the upper vertical portion of the wall, 
all painted gloss white. Interiors of these cabinets are painted gloss gray. One of 

them, the fifth in a clockwise direction, has an open shelf painted red Between the 

fourth and fifth closet is a gap the size of a closet space. This is where the weight 

hangs (there is a rounded metal cut-out where the wall breaks to vertical to allow 

passage of the weight). 
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3. The clock-weight, its cable and pulley assembly, are all visible at the south 

end of the room. Electrical control boxes and utilities are surface mounted on the 

north side. 

4. There is a circular cast iron stairway with railing and balustrades, starting up to 

the second gallery level at the southwesterly portion of the space. Its construction differs 

from the one on the ground level in that it does not have the decorative cast iron 

stringers. Instead, it has' a simple, flat stringer on the outboard side with only bolted 

treads to the inboard The whole assembly is painted the same blue-gray color as the 

one on the ground level. 

5. The floor is covered with resilient floor tiles; however, there is evidence of a 

painted wood, tongue-and-groove floor underneath. 

6. The ceiling consists of exposed beams and in-fill floor panels for the second level 

gallery. They, like the ground level ceiling elements, radiate out from the center, 

with an opening shaped like a key hole to receive the lens assembly, allowing it to 

turn freely (the small circular stair inside the lens assembly remains stationary). 

7. In the very center of the space is the clockwork mechanism supporting the lens 

and lamp assembly above. 

Second Level Gallery: The second level gallery is a highly complex space, as it 

contains the actual lighthouse lens. 

1. The first order Fresnel lens is ten feet high and six feet in diameter, con

sisting of segmented glass prisms and bWJs..eyes. This is a stationary light, with movable 

lens, and is still functional The light is now electrically powered 

2. The outer walls at this level are segmented vertically by iron astragals into six
teen glass panels, each divided horizontally into three rectangular-shaped sections. 

There is a base gutter with vent shutters at every other segment, at the bottom 

course of glass panels. Transom gutters of cast copper alloy separate the upper two 

courses of rectangular glass panels. This glass lantern intersects with the roof as-
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sembly along the top edge of the upper course of glass panels at a copper alloy tran

som bar. The interior gutters described are for catching and evaporating condensa
tion from the glass. 

3. The ceiling has several dominant elements, the first of which is an array of 

iron tie rods, painted gloss white. There are sixteen of these elements radiating out 

from a small metal ring with four spokes (spider frame) suspended at the center of 

the structure. This assembly is supported by eight vertical rods bolted to eight 

(every other one) of the sixteen metal rafters above. This framework holds a cone
shaped lead-coated copper chimney (called a lure), seven feet in diameter, poised 

directly over the center of the lens. The horizontal tie rods also bolt into the cast 

iron cornice brackets just above the lantern wall, with a continuous curtain rod on 
mounting brackets just below. The ceiling above is flush with the bottom of the 

rafters and the chimney is clad with zinc panels painted white. 

2.. EQUIPMENT BUILDING 

a. EXTERIOR 

The exterior of the equipment building will be described by 

individual architectural components. All of the exterior elements listed below are 

character defining features, including any ghosts (visible impressions and outlines 

left from past alterations). 

1. Walls: All walls are sheathed with one-by-eight horizontal drop siding, 

painted white. 

2. Windows: There are three types of windows: six over six, double hung; four 

over four, double hung; and one over one, hopper type. These are wood sash win
dows with rails, stiles, and muntins painted dark green. They are glazed with unob

scured glass. 

The sill line of windows vary according to functions inside the structure. All of 

the windows at the west end of the structure are in keeping with the interior function 
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(watch and T.V. rooms). All windows in the machinery portion of the structure have 

their heads at the eave line. The west gable end has two symmetrically located 
hopper windows and the east, a single hopper window. One other hopper window is 

located at the western third of the south elevation, its sill even with neighboring 

windows to the east. 

3. Doors: The main entrance door on the west elevation is a single-leaf, wood

panel door. There is one light in the upper half of the door and a single wood panel 
in the lower part. 

On the east wall of the building there is a set of large wood utility doors. Each 
are single leaf, two panel sliding doors. The panels consist of vertical tongue-and
groove boards and upper and middle rails are twice the width of the bottom rail. The 
door to the north has been modified with a non-historic, non-character-defining 
single-leaf door. These doors are painted the same green as the trim. 

There is visible evidence (obvious in-fill with siding) of a past entry door at the 

west end of the south elevation. 

4. Trim: The entire structure is trimmed out with one-by boards, varying 
from three to six inches in width. The wider trim at doors and windows, the nar
rower at comers, all painted the same dark green as the lighthouse trim. 

5. Roof: The roof is gabled and covered with asbestos shingles, painted the 
same red as the light house root: Its slope is approximately two in twelve. The eaves and 
rake have a closed soffit and are painted white. There is a masonry chimney at the far west 
end of the roars ridge, and two patches at equal thirds along the ridge from missing 
attic ventilators; all of these roof features are painted the same red as the roof. 

6. The following are historic equipment mounts that remain on the walls of 
the building. 

West Elevation: Fire hose storage box, antenna mounting bracket, and two 
other round equipment mounts. 

South Elevation: Two horizontal mounts (structural supports for diesel fuel 

tank inside) near the mid-point of the structure. 
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East Elevation: Surface-mounted electrical conduit and boxes, fire hose stor

age box. 

North Elevation: Surface-mounted electrical conduit and boxes. 

7. The following historic site features remain intact . 

West Elevation: There is a concrete apron at the same level as the floor of the 
equipment building. A chain-link fence borders the edge of the slab (steel posts and 
rails on the north and west, wood posts and rails on the south), with an entry open
ing to the lighthouse tower on the southwest comer. The apron has a primary access 
from a concrete sidewalk at its southeast comer. 

South Elevation: The sidewalk, as identified in the west elevation, runs the 
full length of the south elevation, with painted wood posts and rails chain-link fence. 
Primary access is from the east. 

East Elevation: There is a concrete entrance apron on the east side, similar to 
the one on the west. A chain-link fence borders the edge of the slab, steel posts and 
rails on the north, south, and east. Main access is from the northeast comer. 

North Elevation: The north elevation is not accessible; however, there are 
two (triangular shaped) concrete brackets mounted on an exposed concrete wall. 
This exposed foundation wall fills the void between steep rock outcroppings below 
the equipment building. 

b. INTERIOR 

The interior of the equipment building still contains all of the 
historic machinery used when the lighthouse was in operation. There are three 
primary spaces, the watch room, T.V. room, and machinery room. All of the interior 
elements listed below are character-defming features including visible impressions 

and outlines left from past alterations. 
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Watch Room: Tongue-and-groove wall and ceiling cladding, painted, three and one
half inches wide; built-in wooden desk and drawers, painted, with plywood top var
nished; five-panel wood doors and four-over-four, double hung windows, painted; 

windows and doors are trimmed out with one-by-six boards, painted the same color 
as walls; electrical conduit, boxes, and light fixtures, surface mounted and painted; 
composition floor tiles cover the concrete floor slab (they appear as flecks of dark 
gray and white in a field of light gray, laid with the pattern grain perpendicular); and 
a closet (formerly lavatory), with small two-light window. 

T.V. Room (formerly Tool and Storage Room): Tongue-and-groove wall and 
ceiling cladding, painted, three and one-half inches wide; built-in wooden cabinets, 
counters and shelves, painted on all but working surfaces (floor tiles used on these 
surfaces); five-panel wood door and four-over-four double hung window, painted; 

window and doors trimmed out with one-by-six boards, painted the same color as the 
walls; electrical conduit, boxes, and light fixtures, surface mounted and painted; and 
the same floor tiles as the Watch Room. 

Machinery Room (formerly Engine Room): Tongue-and-groove wall (vertical at 
walls) and ceiling Oongitudinal at ceiling) cladding, linseed oiled or varnished, three 

and one-half inches wide; walls are soffited at either side of the windows (similar to a 
gambrel roof); painted concrete floor, raised compressor slab, and metal covered serv
ice trenches; all existing machinery, batteries, tanks, instruments, controllers, hoses 
and pipes, most of them painted; shield shaped and varnished wood plaque, with 

light house graphics and mounted pressure gauges (gauge board) on the north ~all; 
all painted signage &;nd warning stripes; all large six-over-six, double-hung windows, 
with painted wood sashes and trim; all electrical fixtures, exposed conduit and boxes; 
ceramic sink; and ladder and batch door to loft above watch and T.V. rooms. 
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C. PHYSICAL CHRONOLOGY, LIGHTHOUSE AND EQUIPMENT 
BUILDING 

Due to the fact that the Point Reyes Lighthouse and Equipment Building have 

been treated extensively over the last decade, this report relies heavily on existing 
records, i.e., contract specifications, drawings, field notes, historic and later photo
graphs, and interviews with participants. For the most part this information has 
been well documented, considering the depth and complexity of the work undertaken 
in the past. However, a m~or concern is the.known loss of physical data on both 
structures due to comprehensive paint removal without significant sampling. Since 
Munsell color comparisons and chronological layering were not documented in a 
conventional manner prior to the time of paint removal, some or all of the then
extant physical data has either been destroyed or remains quite limited. 

1. EXAMINATION OF IDSTORIC PHOTOGRAPHS 

The following are observations of architectural changes based on his
toric photographs. 

1870·1945 1870 photos appear to indicate the lighthouse was only partially 
painted (raili.Jigs painted, other parts possibly primed), yet sub

stantially complete otherwise. There is an oval shape (sign?) on 
the lower door in one photo with the door open, and no shape 

visible in another photo taken the same year with the door closed 
(this should rule out it being a port hole). 

1905 photos are the earliest evidence that the Lighthouse was 
painted, with the roof and lantern elements a contrasting color. 

A circa 1920 photo indicates same oval shape on ground level 

door, which is possibly a sign. First gallery level door appears to 
be constructed of wood The existing door appears to be a copy in 

welded metal. 
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1945-1973 

1973- 1979 

Historic Structures Repon: Point Reyes Ught Station 

1929 photos indicate the earliest evidence of the existing equip
ment building, which replaced a similar frame structure on the 
same site. The equipment building has the entry on the south 
wall. Window, door trim, and ventilators are painted dark (the 
roof does not appear to be painted yet). These same photos also 
indicate the lighthouse roof, astragals, and railings are painted a 
darker color than the tower. Other site features include the 
concrete transformer building, storage tanks on the south wall of 
the equipment building, and a concrete pad around the light
house. 

1935 photos indicate the addition of the weathervane· base on the 
lighthouse tower, another storage tank on the south side of the 
equipment building and a new fog hom building. Paint schemes 
appear to be the same as in the 1929 photos. There is an interior 
view of the gauge board in the equipment building with the air 

storage tank to the left. On the exterior of the equipment build
ing, the ventilator to the east has been changed 

1941 photos of the lighthouse indicate the weathervane base 
still in place, paint scheme unchanged The equipment building 
lacks contrasting comer trim paint. 

1945 photos indicate the color scheme of the lighthouse appears 
to have remained consistent from 1929, the weathervane base is 
not visible. The equipment building has now had both ventila
tors modified, the entry door moved to the west, east door modi
fied, and the roof still unpainted Sometime during this period, a 
whip antenna was added to the roof just to the east of the chim
ney, the previous one on the roof removed 

1973 black-and-white photos indicate the color scheme of the 
lighthouse has been changed Astragals and transoms in the 
lantern no longer contrast with the tower. The roof appears to 
contrast, but is weathered One photo shows the oval shape, 
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Historic Structures Report Point Reyes Ught Station 

seen in much earlier (1870) photos, on the first gallery level door. 
The equipment building has a whip antenna mounted on the 
west wall, both ventilators capped, the roof appears painted, and 
a weather equipment tower is mounted between the capped ven

tilators. 

1979 color photos of the lighthouse indicate fairly con-
clusively that the light-colored (probably white) paint applied in 
late '60s or early '70s had a red lead color und.emeath, which 
matches the roof color. This could account for the roof and lan
tern elements appearing dark in previous historic photographs. 

2. WORK PERFORMED 1979-1990 

The following are general descriptions of work performed by the National 
Park Service from all three major contracting phases, from 1979 to the present . 

1979-1980 

1981- 1982 

1982- 1988 

Contract CX 8000-9.()031: PAINTING AND ROOF REPAIR OF 
THE POINT REYES LIGHTHOUSE AND EQUIPMENT 
BUILDING. 

Sandblast to white metal all metal parts of the lower structure of 
the lighthouse, from the bottom of the glass lantern to grade, 
followed immediately by undercoating of metal parts to prevent 
rusting. New red roofing material patching the lighthouse roof 
and finial. Scrape and sand (existing paint was burned off with a 
gas torch) the wood surfaces of the equipment shop (equipment 
building), a wood building adjacent to the lighthouse, and re
paint it to match the existing colors. 

Touch up painting. 1979 specifications appear to have been 
reused. 

Contract CX 8000-2-0043 RESTORATION OF METALWO~ 
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1983-1984 

1988- 1989 

Historic Structures Report: Point Reyes Ught Station 

LIGHTHOUSE LANTERN, POINT REYES NATIONAL SEA
SHORE (see set of seven drawings, 612/80,021). 

General construction for the restoration of the Point Reyes 
Lighthouse: interior and exterior sandblasting, metal cleaning 
and painting; as well as structural stabilization of the lantern roof 
framing, glazing, manufacturing metal components; the provision 
of a canvas lantern curtain and hardware, a fabric lens and clock 
work protective garment for use during construction, and a sheet 
metal chimney over the spider frame. 

Touch up painting. Paint ordered on purchase order PX 
853040072 

Contract CX-8000-8-9008 PRESERVATION OF LIGHTHOUSE 
FACILITY (see set of nine drawings 612/25,003). 

The work of this contract consists of the general preservation of 
the Point Reyes Lighthouse. The work includes surface prepara
tion and painting of exterior and interior features at the light
house and equipment building, the replacement of lighthouse 
lantern pl~tic glazing, including fabrication of a new metal 
rabbet insert, the rehabilitation of windows in the equipment 
building, and replacement wood door and frame in the light
house. 
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197J EXTERIOR PAINTING 

SURFACE 

EQUIPMENT 
BUILDING 
WALLS 

EQUIPMENT 
BUILDING 
TRIM 

LIGHTHOUSE 
CORNICE 
FREE STAND
ING RAILING 
MULLIONS 
MUNTINS 

LIGHTHOUSE 
ROOF AND 
BALL COPPER 

LIGHTHOUSE 
METALWOR.K 
LANTERN 
GLAZING TO 
GRADE 

CONDITION 

BARE WOOD 

II .. 

LAYER #1 

2 COATS 
URETHANE 
SEALER, 1ST 
REDUCED 1 TO 
2 WI. THINNER 
T-837, 2ND 
FULL STRENGTH 

It II 

WHITE METAL NOXIDE RED 
LEAD PRIMER 

CLEANED, 
STABILIZED, 
PATCHED & 
SOLDERED 

5% BENZOL 
TRIAZOLE 
APPLIED WI. 
SCOURING PADS 
TO ROUGHEN 
SURFACE 

WHITE METAL ZINC PRIME 100 
WI. T-10 THIN
NER 

LAYER 42 

PRIMER 60-A-
20 GRAY, 
CATALYST 60-
65 A 

It " 

OIL BASE 
HOUSE PAINT 

PRIMER: 666-A.-
7-545 GLASS
GUARD PRIMER, 
CATALYST: 666-
C-1 GLASSGUARD 
CATALYST 

.. 

LAYER #3 

COLOR BASE: 
6011-0FF WHITE 
CODE: 82-W-270 
CATALYST 82-6-
84 

COLOR BASE: 
SAGE GREEN 
CODE: 82-G-169 
CATALYST 82-C-
84, MUNSELL 
7.5 CY-5/2 

OIL BASE 
HOUSE PAINT 

FINISH-2 COATS 
60 R 24 RED 545 
EPOXY OXIDE 
PRIMER 

FINISH-AWLGRIP 
GLASSGUARD POLY
URETHANE ENAMEL 
666, THINNER T-
816 

LAYER f4 NOTES 

U.S. PAINT 

FROM SPECS 

.. II 

COLORS TO 
MATCH OFF-

OIL BASE WHITE & 
HOUSE PAINT SAGE GREEN 

FROM SPECS 

U.S. PAINT 

FROM MEMO 

U.S. PAINT 

FROM SPECS 



1981 TOUCH-UP PAINTING 
I 

SURFACE CONDITION LAYER ~1 LAYER 12 LAYER 13 lAYER 14 NOTES 

u.s. PAINT 
LIGHTHOUSE CLEANED OF AWLGRIP 545 666 GLASSGUARD 

LOOSE PAINT, PRIMER, WI. 60 TOPCOAT, 82-
RUST, COR- -C-65 CATALYST C-147 AWLCAT 
ROSION T-1109 BRUSH- BRUSHING 

ING REDUCER CATALYST 13 FROM MEMO 

EQUIPMENT II " tl " 82-AWLGRIP " II 

BUILDING TOPCOAT, 82-C-
147, AWLCAT #3 
BRUSHING 

1982 PAINTING 

SURFACE CONDITION LAYER f il LAYER f2 LAYER f 3 LAYER 14 NOTES 

COPPER ROOF FAIR RED LEAD PRIME RED LEAD PRIME 
FROM SPECS 

INTERIOR/ SCRAPE & SUN-PROOF FINISH COAT FINISH COAT PITTSBURGH 
EXTERIOR SAND TO REM- UNIVERSAL SUNPROOF OIL SUNPROOF OIL PAINTS 
WOODWORK OVE LOOSE PRIMER 1-70 OR TYPE HOUSE & TYPE HOUSE & 

PAINT 1-870 TRIM TRIM FROM SPECS 

NONFERROUS SCRAPING & EPOXY PRIMER 666-A 545 AWLGRIP POLYURE- u. s . PAINTS 
METALS-EXCL. PAINT REMOV- JOY94 PRIMER THANE ENAMEL, 
ROOF ER CLEANED 666-C-1 CATAL- T-816 THINNER 

YST, T-971 
THINNER FROM SPECS 

FERROUS r. SANDBLASTED ZINC PRIME 100 I) " " " u II 

STAINLESS OR POWER T-10 PlUMER 
STEEL CLEANED TO 

WHITE METAL 

.. ·-- IIIIa .. ..... - ~------ ----' 



1984 PAINTING 

SURFACE 

EQUIPMENT 
BUILDING 
SIDING 

EQUIPMENT 
BUILDING 
TRIM 

LIGHTHOUSE 

CONDITION 

? 

? 

? 

LAYER #1 

AWLGRIP 545 
EPOXY PRIMER, 
60-C-65A 
CATALYST, 
T-1109 THINNER 
-BRUSH ON 

" II 

LAYER t2 

AWLGRIP POLY
URETHANE ENAM. 
BASE: 6011-0FF 
WHITE 
CATALYST: AWL:
CAT 13, T-1109 
BRUSH ON 

AWLGRIP POLY
URETHANE ENAM . 
BASE: 8059 
GREEN 
CATALYST: AWL
CAT .3, T-1109 
BRUSH ON 

LAYER ll 

AWLGRIP POLYURE
THANE 
BASE: 8059 GREEN 
CATALYST: AWL
CAT #3, T-1109 
BRUSH ON 

ZINC PRIMER AWLGRIP 545 AWLGRIP POLYURE-
CATHA-COAT 302 PRIMER WI. 60- THANE ENAMEL 

C-65 CATALYST 

LAYER 14 NOTES 

U.S. PAINTS 

FROM SPECS 

" II 

U.S. PAINTS 

INVOICE 



1988 PROPOSED PAINTING 

SURFACE CONDITION LAYER 11 LAYER 12 LAYER 13 LAYER 14 NOTES 

EQUIPMENT CLEAN, SCUFF 545 EPOXY AWLGRI P POLY-
BUILDING & SAND PRIMER URETHANE 
(WOOD) ENAMEL 

EQUIPMENT " II II rt .. II 

BUILDING 
TRIM 

LIGHTHOUSE SCRAPE/ ZINC prime 100 545 PRIMER 545 PRIMER, AWLGRIP 
FERROUS BLAST RUST BRUSH APPLIED POLYURETHANE 
METALS, SPOTS TO AT BOLTS, EDGES, ENAMEL 
EXCLUDING BARE METAL SHARP CORNERS CATALYST & 
ROOF THINNER 

LIGHTHOUSE II u 30-Y-94 EPOXY 545 PRIMER AWLGRIP POLYUR-
NONFERROUS PRIMER CATALYST & ETHANE ENAMEL 
METALS THINNER CATALYST & 

THINNER 

EQUIPMENT ABRASIVE 545 EPOXY 545 EPOX'i AWLGRIP POLYUR-
BUILDING GRIND TO PRIMER, CLEAR PRIMER, CLEAR ETHANE TOPCOAT 
INTERIOR REMOVE OLD D-3020 D-3020 
CONCRETE PAINT & 
FLOOR CLEAN 

I 
I 

-· ·--~~---~-~----~--



- ·-- --IIJII-..,-.------ ..... -
1988 AS PAIH'l'ED 

SURFACE METHOD t PREPARATION SYSTEM REMARKS/NOTES 

PREVIOUSLY 1 HS-9381 RUST- HS-9400 HIGH SOLIDS, POLYURE- PAINT FROM RUSTOLEUM 
PAINTED WOOD OLIUM HIGH THANE 

SOLIDS EPOXY 
PRIMER-GRAY 

NEW UNPAINT- 2 II " II tl II II 

ED WOOD 

NONFERROUS 3 3172 UNI-PRIME 2500 DUNGLO ACRYLIC GLOSS " II 

METALS ACRYLIC PRIMER ENAMEL 

FERROUS 4 9334 HEAVY HS-9400 HIGH SOLIDS, POLYURE- " " 
METALS DUTY POLYUMIDE THANE-RUSTOTHANE 

EPOXY ZINC 
PRIMER, HS-
9381 HIGH 
SOLIDS EPOXY 
PRIMER 

NONFERROUS 5 9100 HIGH PER- " " II .. 
METALS FORMANCE EPOXY 

COPPER 6 HS-9381 HIGH HS-9369 HIGH SOLIDS EPOXY " " 
SOLIDS EPOXY 
PRIMER 



LIGHTHOUSE PAINT COLOR SCHBDOLE (as of 12/88) 

EXTERIOR 

ROOF VENTILATOR BALL AND COLLAR, LIGHTNING ROD AND COLLAR •• . . . . . . . . .MATCH EXISTING 
. .• U.S. PAINT 8059 CORNICE CLEATS •..•••••••••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . 

" n " CORNICE •••.•.•••.•••••••... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
SECOND GALLERY DECK •.••.••••• . . . . . . . . 
SECOND GALLERY HANDRAIL ••••• 
FIRST GALLERY HANDRAIL •••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . • ••.•• FLOOR BORDER N 5/10* 

FLOOR TREADS N 1/0* 
. •••.••..••••••••• U.S. PAINT 8059 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •••••• U.S. PAINT 9100 

'rOWER ••••••••••••••••••••••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... • •••..••..••.•••••••• WALLS U.S. PAINT 6011 

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR 

LANTERN ASTRAGALS ••..•...•.•. . . . 
LANTERN GLAZING FRAME ••..•.••••••••••.. 
FIRST GALLERY DOOR & CASING. 
GROUND LEVEL DOOR & CASING •••. 

I.N'l'BRIOR 

. . . ... . . . 

. . 

. . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . 

BASE U.S. PAINT 8059 

. . . . . . . . . . . .. u.s. PAINT 6011 
II " " . . . . . . . . . . . . 
II " n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
u " .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . 5Y 9/1* FIRST GALLERY PANELING. 
FIRST GALLERY CABINETS. • • . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . INTERIOR N 5/0* 

EXTERIOR 5Y 9/1* 
FIRST GALLERY EXTINGUISHER NICHE •. 
FIRST GALLERY CONDUIT & BOXES .••..• 
GROUND LEVEL WALLS •..•.••••..•...• 
GROUND LEVEL, FLOOR & BASE BORDER. 

*MUNSELL COLOR CODE 

- ·- .. -· -

. . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . 

... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.. - - .. 

.7.5R 3/8* 

.lOB 5/10* 

.U.S PAINT 6011 

.2.5YR 6/12* 

- - -



... .. .... .. ..... ... - - .. .. - .._ .. 
~OUXPMENT BUXLDIMG PAINT BCRBPULB 

BXTBRIOR 

SIDING & WEST DOOR ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• U.S. PAINT 6011 
TRIM, WINDOW STOPS, SASHES, CASINGS & EAST OOORS ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• U.S. PAINT 8059 
FIRE HOSE BOXES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• MATCH EXISTING (RED) 
ELECTRICAL CONDUIT & BOXES •••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••• • MATCH SURROUNDING 

INTBRXOR 

WINOOW TRIM & STOPS ........................................................... MATCH 
MACHINERY ROOM BASE MOLDING/BORDER............. . ................. . ........... " 
MAClliNERY ROOM FLC>OR. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " 
MACHINERY ROOM TRENCH COVER PLATES. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " 
MACH INER'l ROOM FLC>OR SIGN AGE. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " 

EXISTING 
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Histone Structures Report: Point Reyes Light Station 

V. SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The basic physical configuration of the lighthouse and equipment building has 
varied only slightly since they were constructed. The most significant historic ap
pearance, from an integrity point of view, appears to be between 1929 and 1941, 
when they existed together and underwent the least amount of physical change, 
compared with their evolved appearance today. These criteria underlie recommen
dations for preservation and restoration. 

All paint sampling should be performed by an individual qualified in historic 
paint sampling and analysis. All samples should be carefully preserved, Munsell 
coded, and accessioned into the park collection for possible future research. 

The following elements of these structures bear further discussion, and will be 
linked to architectural recommendations. 

LIGHTHOUSE 

1. SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

Lantern Roof: Historic photographs show evidence of a past weather vane base 
(stationary compass rose) mounted just above the ventilation ball on the lightning 
rod (removed in 1979-80). The color of the standing seam copper roof (presently red) 
is an important issue. The earliest known photographs (ca. 1870) appear to indicate 
there was no paint on the roof then, but it was probably still in the process of being 
painted Subsequent photos all indicate the roof painted a contrasting shade {dark). 
Historical records show two color schemes that differ from the current one: in 1889 
the roof was red, the balustrades black, the astragals apparently white, on a white 
tower; in 1924 the roof and lantern were black. the balustrades apparently black on a 
white tower. 

Lantern Astragals and Transoms: Currently there are leaks in the astragals 
despite the recent (1988) restoration work. These leaks are in the form of small 
balloons of moisture trapped under the new interior paint. According to information 
available on the last contract for reglazing the lantern, a bead of sealant was used to 
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seal these cleat-s and bolts. There may be gaps in this material, leading to leaks. 

Like the roof, there has been some doubt as to the historic color of the astra

gals and transoms, as evidenced by the historic photographs (they are presently 

painted white). The data here would seem to indicate that the astragals were dark 

from approximately 1905 to 1945. The earliest known photographs (ca. 1870), al

though black-and-white, appear to indicate there may have been no paint on the as

tragals. Analysis of 1979 color photos leaves unclear if the roof was always red (his

torical data appear to support a black roof until circa 1941). 

Ground Level Entry: A ca. 1870s historic photograph clearly indicates the back

side of a single-leaf door, hinged to swing out. Another photograph, dated ca. 1910, 

shows the same door with what looks like an oval shape in the upper half. As stated 

previously, this shape may be a sign of some type. 

First Gallery Level Entry: In circa 1870- 1920s photographs, a single-leaf, four

panel door, with exposed bolts is clearly shown. It is difficult to know exactly what 

material this door was constructed of (wood or iron components), because of these 

bolt connections at rails and stiles. The existing door is a welded metal copy (ca. 

1934) of this earlier door. 

First Gallery Level Clockwork: Certain portions of the clockwork assembly are 

painted red For the most part this paint is in fair condition with some cracking, 

dulling from oxidation, and chipping. 

Immediate Site: There are signs of the concrete slab eroding around the base of 

the Lighthouse tower. This appears to be causing some puddling and runoff prob

lems. 

2. RECOMMENDED PRESERVATION TREATMENTS 

Lantern Astragals and transoms: It is recommended that the astragals and 

transom cleats, located on the lantern exterior, be removed at locations where there 

are existing leaks and old caulking completely removed (quality control at the time of 

contract installation may account for failure). New sealant of the same type and 
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Historic Structllres Report: Point Reyes Light Station 

quality as installed in 1988 should be reinstalled. Additionally, neoprene gasket/ 

washers should be placed at all bolt head locations. As an alternative to the sealant, 

or if its reinstallation does not solve the problem, continuous neoprene gaskets could 

be installed under the cleats in place of sealant. 

These areas must be monitored closely to ascertain if the moisture penetra

tion continues. Should these treatments prove to be successful, then the detail can 
be expanded to include all remaining astragal and transom elements, when required, 

as a part of cyclic maintenance. If not, then the detail will have to be reevaluated by 

the Regional Historical Architect and a different approach taken. 

Roof, Astragal, Color Scheme: It is recommended that the astragals and tran
soms be painted the same color as the roof at the next cycle of painting, or after 

repair work bas been performed. 

Paint Schedule: It is recommended that the most recent paint schedule used in 

treating the lighthouse be used as a primary reference for future work (1988 contract 

CX-8000-8-9008). The specifications contained in this contract document are the 
result of thorough and comprehensive research of all previously known or available 

paint data since 1979. A chronological summary of this material is provided at the 

end of the Architectural Analysis (Section IV). 

Flooring, First Gallery Level: It is recommended that the existing tile be re

moved, the wood tongue-and-groove floor beneath be exposed and paint samples 

taken. This would also require removal of the asphalt-based adhesive, inspection 

and repair of any damaged floorboards, and treatment with a high quality deck paint 

that matches the historic color and texture. The paint layer would then become the 

sacrificial layer of protection, necessitating careful periodic inspection and cyclical 

treatment. 

All historic ghosting should be documented by field drawings and photographs. 

Historic dents or wear marks should be preserved by the cyclical application of paint. 

Clockwork, First Gallery Level: It is recommended that the painted portions of 

the clock mechanism be sampled and documented in a similar manner as outlined for 

metal features in the equipment building. The condition of this paint should be 

monitored as part of cyclic maintenance inspection and treatment scheduled. 
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Ground Level Door: It is recommended that the existing (non-historic) door be 
removed According to historic photographs, the historic door swung out, rather 
than in as it does now, and appeared to be constructed of thick wood or sheet metal. 
An early photograph taken shortly after the lighthouse was built, indicates a simple 
(no panels) single-leaf door. 

By changing the swing of this first-level door, it will not only improve the 
accuracy of the historic appearance, but it will also increase the weatherability of this 
particular location (by allowing the jamb and head to seat against the inside face of 
the door, instead of the reverse), which has been problematic in the past. The speci

fication and design for this element should be provided by the Regional Historical 
Architect. 

Entry Level Wmdows: It is recommended that the two windows in this area be 
repll!lced with the same thickness and type of material that is presently in use in the 
lantern. 

Weathervane Base: It is recommended that the weathervane base, which is visible 
on a number of the historic photographs, be restored. It is installed at the base of 
the lightning rod The specification and design for this element should be provided 
by the Regional Historical Architect. 

Immediate Site: It is recommended that the concrete slab around the base of the 
tower be closely monitored to determine if there is standing water after periods of 
rain. If this appears to be a problem, a specification and design to solve this should 
be provided by the Regional Historical Architect. 

Previous Paint Samples: Prior to any additional undertakings, it is recommended 
that all pervious paint samples taken prior to sandblasting be tested by a qualified 
professional. There may be physical evidence of black paint which would support 
historic data. 
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B. EQUIPMENT BUILDING 

1. SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS 

The equipment building exterior walls have received extensive treatment over 
the last decade. The old paint was burned off with a gas torch in 1979. The walls 
were stripped of paint down to bare wood in 1980 and new paint applied In 1988 the 
windows underwent complete rehabilitation. 

a. EXTERIOR 

Roof: Based on historic records, 1 the original shingles were of asbestos composition. 
The existing shingles are painted red on their exposed weathering surfaces. The raw 
unpainted substrate is a hard, brittle, gray, cementitious material, one.quarter of an 
inch thick, with a twelve-inch exposure. According to park maintenance staff, the 
original asbestos shingles were replaced with poor quality cement/asbestos shingles 
(Supraslate) in 1980. The roof does have leaks at this time. Shingles are brittle and 
are falling off the structure. 

There have been minor modifications to the roof concerning the chimney and 
the two roof ventilators. The ventilators changed configuration several times prior 
to WW II, the west one gone by 1945, the other modified; by 1967, only stubs re
mained The chimney has a curious masonry and wood frame at its base. This, as 
determined by historic photographs, was installed sometime after 1941, as an an
tenna mount (the antenna was moved to the west wall sometime after WW II). Roof 
patches where the ventilators used to be, and the antenna mount, are extant. The 
chimney is painted the same red color as the roof shingles. 

Walls: There have been very few actual changes to the exterior walls of the equip
ment building. The most significant was the in-filling of a door opening on the west 
end of the south elevation and the adaptation of the sliding door on the east wall to a 
single-leaf configuration. Based on the historic photographs, the south door opening 

1Sa.n Francisco District 683: 1 May, 1941, United States Coast Guard records; Powe.r 
House. A 20'x46' frame building, with rustic siding, asbestos shingled, gable roof, concrete floor and 
foundation walls. 
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was removed sometime between 1935 and 1945, the east door opening installed later, 

after 1945. It is not known if the existing door opening on the west was always there 

or added when the south door was filled in. 
Fire hose boxes and additional electrical conduit were added sometime after 

1945, as was the antenna mast on the west wall (the antenna remained until about 

1974). Only a metal mount still remains, located between the two attic windows. 

b. INTERIOR 

Features, Artifacts: The interior of the equipment building., as previously de

scribed, still has much of the historic fabric from its significant period of operation. 

The condition of machinery and electrical apparatus is of primary concern, as is the 

state of interior architectural materials. 

Windows: The windows are in excellent condition because of the recent contract 

work in 1988. All sash, casings, and trim are recently painted 

Wails and Ceiling: The three and one-half inch interior cladding that covers both 

the walls and ceilings is treated in two different manners, as previously discussed 

This historic fabric is in fair condition overall, except in the machine room, where it 

.has been exposed to excessive sunlight (ultraviolet light) due to the large windows 

probably being uncovered through the years. The clear finish that was originally 

applied, either varnish or linseed oil, has become severely alligatored and discolored 

There is some moisture damage in areas that are near windows that leaked prior to 

their 1988 rehabilitation. 

The painted cladding in the remaining spaces (watch, T.V. and closet) is gener

ally dirty and scuffed from years of wear, especially at walls and high use areas. 

Interior Doors and Interior Surfaces of Exterior Doors: In general, the inte

rior doors and interior surfaces of exterior doors appear much like the painted wall 

cladding, scuffed and dirty from years of use. 

The large rolling doors on the east wall have been altered, with the door to the 

north having been changed to a swinging (hinged) leaf-type door. The original roll

ing-type hardware appears to be in place, though it is showing definite signs of 
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deterioration and rust. (It is questionable if it is still functional) The tongue·and
groove panels, stiles and rails on the interior have definitely been exposed to mois
ture (the paint is peeling). 

Built-in Furnishings: The desk in the watch room, cabinets in the T.V. room, the 

work bench in the machine room, are in good condition, considering their utilitarian 
nature and construction. They are painted, except for the working surfaces, which 
are clear finished (varnish or linseed oil). 

Floor: The exposed concrete floor in the machine room was painted gloss red during 
the same work phase as the window rehabilitation in 1988. It appears to be in excel
lent condition. 

There is a raised concrete pad under the compressors. These have black and 
yellow warning stripes painted on them and were not painted during the last phase 
of work in 1988. 

The concrete floor in both the watch and T.V. rooms is covered with resilient 
floor tiles (the same as in the first gallery level of the lighthouse) . 

Engine, Electrical Motors, Compressors: The historic engines and motors are in 
fair visual condition, with only spot rusting. Now that the windows are repaired, 
much of this moistura.related deterioration should be arrested However, since all of 

these surfaces appear to be either painted or factory enameled, they are still sub· 
jected to degradation (oxidation of color) by ultraviolet light (sun light) from the 

unobscured windows. 

Instruments and Plaque: The pressure indicator and shield·shaped wood plaque 
on the north wall are highly significant as they have changed little since 1935 (see 
historic photograph). Two of the three round gauges remain extant, a ghost of the 

missing one is visible to the left (see existing condition photographs). 

Tanks, Pipes and Conduit: All of these items are in fair to good condition, consid

ering their age. For the most part, these articles are painted, with some evidence of 
spot rusting and oxidation. 
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2. RECOMMENDED PRESERVATION TREATMENTS 

a. EXTERIOR 

Roof: Due to the fact the roof is cunently leaking, it is recommended that roof 

shingles be replaced and painted (or pre-colored) to match the existing color as a 

preservation treatment. It is further recommended that prior to any painting or 
color choice, paint samples be taken from this material (or original shingles if they 

still exist). Since replacement of roof shingles will be· necessary, then all rules and 
regulations concerning removal of asbestos substances must be adhered to. Replace

ment shingles should match the existing shingles in dimension, texture, thickness, 
exposure, and paint color. Other materials that might be acceptable are fiberglass, 
cementitious composition (containing no asbestos), asphalt, etc. 

Walls: Munsell color codes must be established for all components of exterior walls. 
Unfortunately this task may prove to be impossible because historic paint was 

burned off in the early 1980s without these codes being established in a conventional 
manner, or samples taken and archived. It is recommended that Munsell codes be 
established for the existing paint scheme, if no evidence of the original paint can be 

found. It is also recommended that paint samples be taken from the walls. 

b.lNTERIOR 

Features, Artifacts: These features, as previously discussed, retain much of their 

visual integrity (none have had their paint removed). It is highly recommended that 

paint samples be taken from these painted features. 

Walls and Ceiling in the Machine Room: It is recommended that only the walls 

be treated where there is deterioration and severe discoloration. The ceilings are 

still in acceptable condition and do not req~e preservation treatment at this time. 

It is further recommended that fabric samples be taken from the walls prior to any 
future treatment. 

Old varnish and linseed oil must be removed by the gentlest possible means 
that will not damage the substrate. A high quality spar varnish, containing ultravio-
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let light filters, may then be applied by brush in thin .coats. This rehabilitation 

treatment should be specified in detail by the Regional Historical Architect. 
All historic ghosting should be preserved, its significance determined, and ap

pearance recorded, prior to implementation of any treatment or removal of finishes. 

Walls and Ceilings in the Watch and T.V. Rooms: It is recommended that paint 
and fabric samples be taken from painted walls in the same manner previously stated 

in order to establish the true historic color scheme. 
All surfaces should be cleaned with a mild detergent, then assessed as to 

whether or not they have lost enough historic integrity to necessitate repainting. If 

so, the Regional Historical Architect should be consulted for a detailed specification 
for treatment. 

As with the machine room, any historic ghosting should be preserved, its sig
nificance determined, and appearance recorded prior to implementation of any treat
ment (removal of finishes). 

Glazing: To protect the interior further from harmful ultraviolet rays, it is recom
mended that control film (95% Ultraviolet, 80% visible) be applied to the interior 

surfaces of the window panes. This will help to prolong the color and condition of all 
interior finishes and artifacts. 

Doors: It is recommended that the large rolling doors and their hardware on the 
east wall be rehabilitated Paint and fabric samples should be taken as previously 

described This would require restoration of the door which has a hinged leaf, re
quiring removal and discarding of this later intrusion. The original door to the south 

would be used as a comparative guide for matching the historic appearance of the 

new door. 

Floor: Samples of floor tiles should be taken in the same manner as described 
previously (there may be asbestos present). The tile floor in the watch and T.V. 
rooms should be cleaned and waxed, with every attempt to reestablish both a protec

tive and sacrificial coating. 
If it is determined, after cleaning, that the tile has lost its integrity, or that it 

has no historic significance, then its removal should be considered. New finishes 

must match the historic (probably painted or bare concrete) as closely as possible in 
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texture, and color. At the same time, the concrete slab should be investigated for any 
signs of previous historic finishes. The Regional Historical Architect should be con
sulted for detailed specifications to carry out this treatment. 

Diesel Engine and Electrical Motors: It is recommended that a comprehensive 
paint analysis be initiated on all painted metal components of the diesel engine and 
the various electrical motors, generator$, compressors, etc. that make up the me
chanical systems for the historic fog signal. This should be done with the same 
procedures as previously outlined. These paint coatings are sacrificial in nature, 
providing a layer of protection which helps to protect these historic features from 
deterioration and rust, as well as maintaining an accurate visual historic character. 

Additionally, it is recommended that all machinery with internal moving parts 
be "mothballed" with waxes, greases, etc. as may be needed. This will require the 
consultation of individuals familiar with this procedure. It is similar to what the U.S. 
Navy does when it mothballs a ship. The primary difference is that the historic ap
pearance should be maintained as a priority for interpretive purposes. 

Gauge Board: It is recommended that the historic gauge board, located on the 
north wall, be restored to its original appearance (which is accurately documented in 
a 1935 historic photograph). This would require removal of the two existing instru
ments, refinishing of the wood plaque, with repair and replacement of the pressure 
gauges. The missing gauge to the west should be replaced with one that matches the 
missing one as closely as possible in appearance. 

Electrical: It is recommended that a qualified electrician inventory all electrical 
equipment, noting earlier and later installations to establish an evolution of the 
electrical systems. At this point, a decision can be made as to whether specific items 
have historic significance, and which, if any, might need to be removed to enhance 
the historic scene. 

Tanks, Pipes and Conduits: It is recommended that comprehensive paint sam
pling be initiated on all visible interior tanks, pipes and conduits. This should be 

done with the same procedures as previously outlined Openings that can allow hu
mid air to enter should be sealed as an integral part of mothballing other mechanical 
and electrical systems. 
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C. EVALUATION OF EFFECT OF RECOMMENDED TREAT.MENTS 

DISCUSSION: The determinations of effects of recommended treatments are made in 
accordance with section 36 CFR 800.3 of the Advisory Council on Historic Preserva
tion's "criteria of effect." The following are excerpts from NPS-28, Chapter 4, page 
3, on compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966. 

The Advisory Council's criteria of effect require the Service to take a broad 
view of effect and the associated range of casual actions. Effect follows not only from 
actions having a direct physical impact on cultural resources and taken to preserve, 
modify, or use them, but also from an undertaking near a cultural resource, inside or 
outside a park or National Register boundary, that may introduce <'visual, audible, or 
atmospheric elements that are out of character with the property or alter its set
ting." 

Application of the criteria will yield one of the following findings for a project 
(or recommendations): no effect, no adverse effect, or adverse effect. 

1. DETERMINATION OF EFFECT 

NO EFFECT: Recommended treatments having no effect on the character-defining 
features of the Point Reyes Lighthouse and Equipment Building are as follows: 

1. Archival (or appropriate conservation storage) of all paint and fabric 
samples for both the lighthouse and the equipment building. 

NO ADVERSE EFFECT: Recommended treatments that are considered as having an 
overall beneficial effect on the character-defining features of the Point Reyes Light
house and Equipment Building are as follows: 

a. Lighthouse 

a Repair leaks at lantern astragals. 

b. Restore painted wood floor on first gallery level. 

c. Take comprehensive paint samples. 

d Restore ground-level entry door. 
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e. Change astragals to a contrasting dark color, based on the 
outcome of historic research. 

f. Replace glazing in first-level windows. 

g. Restore weathervane base. 

b. Equipment Building 

a. Replacement of shingles. . 

b. Comprehensive paint, fabric sampling and analysis of all 
interior and ·exterior elements. 

c. Mothballing of all mechanical and electrical equipment. 

d Cleaning and painting of all painted interior walls and ceiling. 

e. Stripping and refinishing of all deteriorated clear (varnished) 
wall finishes in the machinery room. 

f. Installation of solar film on the interior of all windows. 

g. Restoration of the rolling door on the east elevation. 

h. Cleaning, waxing, or replacement of all tile floors. 

i. Touch up or complete painting of mechanical and electrical 
components. 

j. Restoration of gauge board 

k. Removal of non-historic, nonessential electrical equipment. 

ADVERSE EFF'ECI': Recommended treatments that are considered as having an 
adverse effect on the character-defining features of the Point Reyes Lighthouse and 
Equipment Building are as follows: 

No treatments in this report are anticipated to have an adverse effect. 
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D. RECO:MMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION 

1. WSTORIC STRUCTURE PRESERVATION GUIDE 

It is highly recommended that a historic preservation guide be pro
grammed for and implemented into the maintenance program as soon as possible. 
This would provide the necessary inspection, maintenance, and housekeeping specifi
cations. This is essential to the continued preservation of these structures. 

2.BAERDOCUMENTATION 

It is also recommended that Historic American Engineering Record documen
tation be made of this site because of its unique link with early lighthouse technol
ogy. This would be particularly true with the process of producing a fog signal. 

3. PAINT SAMPLING AND DOCUMENTATION 

It is recommended that any further paint work be supported by appropriate 
paint conservation methodology, documentation, and storage (refer to various recom
mended treatment sections) . 
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DESCRlP'fiON. OF LIGHT STATION. 

1. By whom described J~~-=-~.i?,J~ .. IMAA.l.-.-~ da!a_~.l=f 'LL'\J.!:f 
. STATION. 

n . ~--;:;> ~" ~.f-r ~ z:~, . 
2. N am~ of station, -kLf.J~~LL..I:1~----dw..L-~•JN .. Q .3-•• ------~-::!'t--"·---·-·----,--... - --.. 

:1. Chnractel'istio of light, _.£_~-~-Li.J.U4.~~--_5_fl-""-"~~---------------·-· 
...................... _ ................................. ---,-----------·-------,..---·----·-·-··-----------··------------··--······· ...................... . 

. ,, ; . ' · 
....... ................. --.. -·-··--··-·····-·---·-·······-··--··------·-----·······--·--·-·--·-----·-·-··-··--·-···--····-····---·-·-··-

.. . 
t ., : 

G. Origin of titlo to site of station (public Janel, tmrcha.so, 1c~c;e, mili~ey or nav,U ~ reeerv~tlobj~· :"--

• ' : ·:tl ., ... : t i., ~~ ...... ~ .. · -
.......... _ ... _____ ................. - .. ---·-··---------... --·-·····--,-----*-----·-···---~------·-----....···-.. ·----·-1"---·- . . ., 

----·---·--·---··-
:~ · ·: r · ·~: :; :) ·' ~· · ... . 

7. Date of reMe1·vation, t\eetl, leo.so, or t~enuisl.'ion to occupy,--- __ ,_ ·:....;· 

8. At-ea of the euth·e site~.SO~; (b) artoa incl~seJ, ___ i£L/.t_; (c) type of fen~.~~.;-~~ • .- ~. 
. .. ... ~· ·· ... ,~ "'" ~ 

9. Di~tance of tower fro~ nearest. ~igh-water m•rk, _3t.7L-j.u:t.-. ·. .. ~:~~--.t~~>- . 
. \... •."!'v.r.. ·' . .. 

10. Wharf or lancling on premises, _ ____r~ -·-·--·----: .. : , .... ~ .. • (~:~~~~~:. 
•• • '!~ .. ,...., ~ .. : ... • • 

11. Means by which the light station may be ~lted "nd distance to nearest post oftioe:or: tow:n;:~th · · · 
~--:;) , ..f. ?. . . ·. :::·~···~ . 

name. - ~ -5~-{..Lk~/.i .. ~_MJ ____ ,!.it •.. 1;f~-- ., ~ ~.··:,; !1 . ·~·- -~:·: · .• : 

.. XA~2~-·---~.9P:lico~-----~---·,········ · ·····---- ---·······---:.',:: __ · . . E . .-~!.:2: · 
12. Tower or otl1et· 1~eans usecl for suppo-rting the lantern ancl appauatus, _ _L~.: . 

·. . - . .; ·• =~.: ~· :T~ : .. ~t<. ·;~1 
~ .............. ___ ., ______ ......................... ___ -----------------~ ... ,...,... ·-·-------·------·-······ ------·········----·-····-·--·--·· ~ ~ \ 

. r"'t-tA II/ . . . • . . . ; :.;.:.:~ : ~~.j ) .f: ·i ~;_; . ' 

1.3. Number of sej>ara.te lignte, ua~-----·--··-----------·---------·-·-----------·. 
· · · · / .:• .r f!d"l:iT.:tM .8~ · · · 

1 
#',., /) . . .... ... ,., .. ,, 

l-l When lira~ built or t~~abfishecl, .......... ....- .• ~ •. -~..V.-----·-----··--- ---- ... ~oJ-;f : ~;;;:·:-:::, 
' • ··- • • , . :l~ . 'l,.:- .. .., ... •!..; 
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2 DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT STATION. 

16. When last thot·oughly 1·~built, repaired. or renovated, ---········-···--·----·--·-··-·············· 

tu. Heigh.t of focal plane of lantern a hove men.n ltigh 'V~Let· (on ~en. n.ud gulC cousts) or' mP.an ]aktl level 

. on northern lakes and rivet-s, ........ lY.'J..f...j.~ .. --:..-----····---·-··-········-··--····-········ 
11. Background of the lighthouse, upou which it is pt·ojectetl, as st~eu ft·om senwar<l, .... (;L.O..C..~,. 
·· ·····---~---··:····-··-········· ·· · ·-········--·,·li~·n·::::····-· ······ ·-- ·············----·· ··· ··············------···· ·· · · · ··:- · . 
l 8 •. Colo.r of tower, and how pt·O<luced, -1r..h.U.L.foUlth1,~t9M4..~ .. l-~•-·--G?.~. 
1~: T~wer-counected .with keeper's dwelling, and how; or detached, ____ Q...tl;:e..~--------·-·· 

20. Purpose of aid-Seacoast, lake coast, bay, harbor, channel, or ra:1ge; fo1· genem] ot· ]oca} .,;avi-

ption, ~s .ll a .e Q .. ,, .. or___. _____________ ~-·-···-·--------...... --------·--------·------~--·-· 

21 •. Materials of which the tower is built, ... t9t£:e..t_.--'W,.P.L. ... .J.A.~---~~-------····-
2t. ~d of stairway aud step~ ~-------------·-···-- -------·--· .................. .. 

· · nl" · /." · 
23. SiH of glaas for glazing tower windows, AIJ:1_~-t3~--:'1------~------···········-·-- -· ···---

;:(, Ill I~ 
~- Number of windo1n in tower, and ai:~:e of BaSh, _____ iJ.W:J:l ... , .................. 'f_.i£_."f: ... lJ.3.~;_ ___ _ 

. ~ t; . • '' I (j .} C ~ " 
26. Number and aise of cloors, -~l.UO.~Ao~-~~c.tv.U.J...i~ ..... .Q~~ .. Z~i.Js.:~~- ~ .. 
26. Ge~eralremarka upon tower atul Rite, .......... : .. ~~-----~-k~----·-------------· .. 

. . ., ....... ----··-········-·········--· ................. ... -----· .................... ... ·-· ..................... .... ....... ...... .................. ·-......................... :.· ---........ --- ............... .. 

.-------:--·----------------------·-··-····----·--························-·······---·-···--·---·-------· 
LANTERN AND UNT,f!RN FIXTURES. 

. Jlit- i"\ . J_- j 

2'1. Order or clue of lantern, -L...!J-~-"------ -~---~-

as. U polygo~ ata.te number of aides; if cylindrical, state diameter: ---L.6.~- ....... 
29. Vertical or hel~l bars, ~&,w~~«---·- ; height glazed, _j_:_.J.Zt~~------ -
30. Number of plates ill height, __ il~----------; in each aide, __ ;}b ............ ,.. ... 

/. " d" 2. ,. ~ " c; ., ... 10 I. " y II (I, • /1 If 1 

31. Thickness and size of plates, .'1flt'luj,.~liL ..... -'I/..~~~~-AiJ.:.Ll--,.-Ji..'A.~.d ... ~ .. ,;rr:..if .. .. ... 
(11 (~1. ( 3. C:.fi~ 

32. Unglazed side of lantern iD plates and degrees of are, -----~--------------------.. ·----; . . 
between what bea.riugs (true and from seaward), --·-···----·-···- ---·--------·--------·--·-------· .. 

88 •. .Materials of which the lantern ls constructed, ··---~~-~~--- __ · _____ ...._ ___ -:----·· 

8,. Boof,· '&.~f.I./J.I..#o____________ . --------
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DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT S'l'A'l'ION. 3 

J,ANTERN•AND J,ANTERN FIXTURES-Contlnnt'd. 

· ar;. Ventilntor ball, _____ r:J..t>ff-vv .... ---~----~·-:··-----------····-·-----------········----·-·-··-···------······ 
:Jil. Lightning-eonJuctor spin<lre, ·-----··-·····-------------··-------·--················· ··············-·--··-·-···---~-----
a7. Balustrade and outside gallery, ----~-~----·-······-·····"···-··-···········--·--·········-:-··------·-········ 
38. Lantern doors, and bow fitterl, -----~k~-----·~~·········-··-········---- ·-·······- -·:--·······-·······-······: 
39. Floor of lantern-Of what materials, ··-··-~-~-----····--····························-··-··- ................. ; .. 

40. Watch-room door leading into lantern, nnd how: fitted; ...• ~A.~ .... - . . \:-\.~-~~·---·-
VRNTILATORS. 

41. In pe.npet •. wall, or l~wer pnrt of lantern, .. J~.~~~--~~---j;)·h···.l,.~~..:...~ . ...:::-:-·-· 
42. L~tern l&dden for cleaning plate glass, ontsi<le, --cl-~------Ll::.ctA....~-~---·:: ........ :. · 
43. Curtain books inside of lantern-How fitted, __ ~ D . kt-~--~-:_--·-.--~-· . 

. WATCH ROOM. . ' ,· . . 

44. How fitted, _so o"L .-k~.L~~---_Q~_.. ... .h.o .. .u.r.~'t.A.. .. ~'i:.~-

···-······-·········-······-···- ~·-·············-··-·-·--··-·------,·--:--···------·._·-·-···-· ·-··--······---····-·······-············· 

45. Bell wires,' speaking tubes, o~ telephones for ca~ling relief keepers-Kind, .J.t..La.t~ ~-· 4 .' ~. ·. 
-Ill. Where led, -~.O .... G.e.~~-.S:~~lU-~--J4u..t.dU------· -· · . : .. ... 

. ILLUMINATING APPARATUS, ETC. I • : 

41 Kind o! apparalua, ~..J.J.>=k~-. ___ , ln~sity h:_ EagUoh c&Ddleo, :f~.~;a.Q:. 
48. Name of maker,-:s.cu...~~.l:-.AM.IIl.~-~~-t:·t.&~W~; year made, J..J./:,':/. .. 
49. Marks and number on apparatus, _IL.a:Y.L.U ....... -··---------·-····-···-~~:.::___: .. _:.,.._ 
M. Order of apparatus, _t~; __ fu . .d.RA.l ... _____________________ . __ ; .inside ·. di~me~r · 

(inscribed circle, tangent to glass) of central drum, _ __:}__3_~------·-----
tH. It the apparatus Is a parabolic mlrror, state (a.) diameter of opening, ------------·i (b) depth 

of ruitTOr, ---·--··--i (c) ita foeallengt.h, ----·--·--·; (cl) material of which it is m&do, 

62. U reTohlng, time of revolution, clllr':!l-~-~-------···---·-· . 
(Cl) duration of ftaah. O"ni..L aec.; (b) duration of eclipse, ~----· •ec.'o, 

63. If ftxed, or fixed varied by ftashes, state are of each fixed part in degrees, -----·--:.-'; 

(a) duration of fixed light, --·--sec. • (b) eclipse, --·-sec.; (c) Aash, ·--aec. 
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Historic Structures Report: Point Reyes Light Station 

.t)gSC,RlPTlON OF LIGHT STATION. ________ .;_ -----·-- --- . - -- ---------·----------
ILJ,U.MINATJNG APPAUATUS, ETC.-CtJntlnuN.l. 

6o&. Number of panels in the lenA at,Jlnratus, ......... 7Y..4,. ........ --··········-····--···································" 
~~ . . Ct D ~o ~ • o 66. Number of flash panels, ...... N. __ , _________ ; nro of ench, 111 c1egre&.-:, J: .. JM.hf.AJ ....... »~t..tA.s~--1.1.: .... 

66. Number of elements iu each pa.uel of central drum of l~uR, ....• L?. .............. ---·················-··-······· 
67. Number of prisms in each panel abo11e. central drum of lens, _/_f:..; are the-y fixetl or flash? _£_(Ht_, 
158. Number of prisms in each panel below central drum of lens, __ %_; are they fixed or flash;£~!..· 
69. How are the ftashes produced-By the whole apparatus_ revolviug ---·-···---- ; by revolving belt 

· o~y -~-.; if by panels or vertical elements revolving o.utsicle of fixetl hm~, ~tate th•• 

number of such panels, ---·- --·······-···------------·------·· ...................... .. 

60. If b7 Yertlc~ elements,· state (a) the number in each pauel, ·······--····----.--·-------··--··· ; a~.nd 

(b) the uumber of elements of fixed lens covered by the panel,--------~·-------··-----------··--··---

61. U llgbt Is occulting, utate (a) the chtuacteriatic, --····-·--·---······ ··---------------------

(b) Between what time limits may characteristic be varied without structu~l changes in 

mechanismf ------------ • 
{c) Are eclipses produced by sleeve, revolving screens, or valve (if gMlight)L~--------· .. 

(d) Size of ileeve and Amplitude of movement,--·-· _____________ : ________ : .. 

(e) .A.z:ie of ro~ti011 of screens, homoutal or vertical, - ---·-·-----.; (f) relation of axil'l 

to vertical axis of illuminating ·apparatus, -----··-··--·-······-· ........... - ................ _ .. _ .......... .. 

(g) Do the screens revolve a.s parts, or independently, of illuminating llppar&tus? -·-·-····---- .... 

(h) U about vertical am, how many in circum.ference, ______ .................... ; (i) tiote requirecl 

for complete revolution; ----- ; (;) foru1, ------ -·------···-. ; 

(k) how mounted (see. Questions G2-G5). --------·---·-------------~·--· --··--; 

(l) if actuated by clockwork, state order and maker, · ·-----···-·-··-··----·--------·--·----·• 

(m) date made, ----------·-·-----------··--····--.. ·----··-···-···---····--------·-·······---··----· 

It occultation Is eaeeted by nJvc, state (fl) nnwe of maker, ..... .-·----------------------------; 

(o) pattern, __ ·-······--········--···------·--------. ··----·------------·-···--·---- ; . 
(p) ~oes it operate reliably? -------·---------·-·-··-·-·---·~··-·····--·····~--------·---------

62. U reToldng, does the apparatus revolve on chariot wheels, wercury ftoat, ~r balls P ~t)J..G..u..lt,., 
63. If a Charlot, describe it God state the number u.ud '-'i~e of 01\cb }'ntteru· of wheels iu it, 10../Jt~, 

b II ~.f~.l-·• .. lJ.¥:~ik~ .. at..~., ....... ~4~~-btMI..-......... :···----······•···-'·-·-····· 
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DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT STATION. s 

ILLUl\fiNATING .APPA.RATUS, ETC.-<:untlnnad. 

64. Jt o~ mercury ftoat, give (11) inside diameter of tt-ough, ............................. ; (b) inside depth of 

trough, ---··-··-· .; (c) outside diameter of float, -······-··············-··-i (d) depth of 

fl~at, -···-··--·---i (e) weight of mercury required, in pounds, ····-···-····-·--·- ; (f) how _often. 

mercury is renewed?·-----·····-·-···-····--······-···············-··-···--·····--·--··-·--·-···-· 

65. If on balls, (a) describe the construction of the ball-1·acewnys, wl1ether they are flat surface or 

semicircular or V grooves, ---· ·-·---·-·-·; (b) is a cage used to separate balls?--; 

(c) state number of balls, -------------; (d) diameter of balls, --------~-

66. Clock cord or chain, kind, .. f!..&.e.£.~---·; size, ___ Jg_: ____ ; length, d.£./.._~ 
t"."C...L .. ~ 17' .3 ': (f'' ~ .. 

how led~~~~A•, ~-AM-~:t....Lt,; dinm.nucl length of clock drum, • .A...-JS_L'& 
'.,,,, a''o:-._ A"f-:-.._ 

87. Length .and inside dimensions of drop tube or weight box, . .\.\. .. \l.lr .... ~l·-~1-----~-

cloclt weight, J.:].,.f 'tr__L2_s-_ pounds. 

68. Length of time clock will run after one winding, .J.., ~UALU...J.0~~-------
89. Does clock drive apparatus while being rewound?---&-......... ·---------------

'10. Bow is the machinery protected f _E,-f~-~to.L-.. - · . . . .. . : 
'11: Bow regulated? :B~ ... £.~--.S~\l.~MJ.-......... tu u. •• ::t •. J_ __ ~_'f¥_...._~ 
i~-~---~-~-~---~~\~--tAt...~ ..... - ......... _.,... ~---..:..- . 
···------·--·-··-·····--------·----- - ----------- -- -- ----- .... ! .................... ··········---· ·--··--------------··-··---

72. Describe the pedestal, ~--~-~-~--t:~.LU!JJ.... .. ~ L\~~~- . · 
'13. Lens protector-Is there one? __ .ho ............... -----------· ; kind, -------·----

"· Draft tube leading into ventilator b~tl-Of wlaat mntorinl, diameter, and how fitted and COD• 

uected with dampel' tube when in place, .~~-~A~.. ";t''__,_ __ k.~ .... -.---
----·-······-····--··------- ··-----------··-····-··---·---··-------·----···----··---·---·--·-··. 

'16. It eolored light, (a) how ia the color procluced? ------

(b) state where colored glass ia attached, if to illuminating apparatus or to lantern,----

76. If colored g1aas ia inside of illuminating apparatus, describe its form, --·----------

······-····-··--·-··--·········,-·------------···------~------·---····· ·-----·-···--··------
'17. Red sectors-Between what bearings, true (from seaward), ···--···--

' ................................ ---········-·-------···--···-········--·········-----···--------·-__.-____ ..___. ....... . 
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Historic Structures Report Point Reyes Light Station 

6 DESCRIPTION OF 'LIGHT STATION. 

LAMPS, BURNERS,~ /' 
. . . ()~ . 'r-~·t'J . ( IJ~J . . 

78. Desonptton of lamp: (a) gtve order, .. i~~':. .. 0Ml 'h),--··-·; (b) kind of ilflimanant, Oil.. .. X-~.o'U, 

(c) intensity in English candles, .. .c~~-.J.:t.Q.C. . ----------------------------

~~~ ... ,. tf~t 2,~t ..y. ~~9/.J 
Uoll,orollnpor: . Kup~ ?f/"'~ ~"~;"~-a,.. /a1 ,rY..7/'jlf 

(a) number of wicks, or mantels, to burner, ___ 1__~~~-·----·---·--·-----------; 
. (b) diameter of outside wick, ··---··--···------; (c) d.iameter of mantel, _..,S.5 .. M .N.\-; 

(cl) if more than one mantel, also diameter of circumscribing circle, ----

If gaslight: 

(e) statekind, -------- ·-----; (J) number of burners, if more 

.... ; (g) kind of buruer, --------------·; than one burner in group,--·--

(h) oandlepower per burner, _____ ; (')total ca.ndlepowerof group, . ________ ; 

(J) size of burner in cubic feet of gas per hour, ----·--------- . _________ , 

(k) ~ption of gas per hour,------- cubic feet; (l) how ia gaa obtained? 

---------·------·-·--------------· 
It gas Is generated at statlon: 

(m) describe generator, ----~------ -----·-------- __ .... ; 
(n) atate name of maker, ·---------- ·---·-··---··-----·······---·-·----------·--·-···; 

(o) date of pattern, __ ; (p) tllUimnm capacity per hour, ____ _ 

-------· cubic feet. 

It compressed gas iB used: 

(q) deacribe cintainer and give number in service,_. ----- ; spare------··----; 
I 

(r) capacity, ----------cubic feet of free gas; {s) to what pressure charged, 

_____ lbs.; (t) how ia supply renewed ? -----------·--.. ·-·--·-·· i 

(u) if by substitution of full for empty·cootainer, at what intervalsl'-........................ . 

'19. Number of tpare lamps at station, --~ ~ e It L-------------··------····--------·---······ 

80. :Nlimber of spare lamp burners at station, ·-··-··-- ---··----------··--··---··---···---·.:.. •.• __ _ 
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DESCRIPTION OF LIG~T STATION. 7 

CI.OSETS IN TOWim .• 

81. How fitted and useo, --~-·----~~-· ---~ ~-_,M. _____ ~_O.c.JU.U •• -.~~--.GrA.LA.....,...._.: 
Qb---~-~--~~ ...... ~L..-12~-~----J-.<fl:. .......... ___________________ _ 

· · OIL HOUSE OR ROOM. t: .t. 1 
~ ~-u~d..·~. ~.,...,..,l. r~ Q"'\1 '-> "t"~ 

82. Describe (a) where pla.¢e<l and how titt&l,(9wl~.l:ltt.AA. .. )t..£. ... ~.u-.... ... ~~~"t;ur..fA.L-._ -
(b) inside dimensions, -~-:_}5. •. 3..: .......... ; (c) me.terinls of which built, _\:_~-~---. ; 
(d) capacity in 5-gallon eans, .•.••.. L'l..o.o. .. ~.-~ .. lo ... OLJ:_~~'t:~----. 

CLOSETS AND STOREROOMS. 

ss. Whert) ple.ced, how fitted and used, CIYU.l .. ~.tQu.-1i'u.~ ..... ao.~ .. .ixr..£~A.~-~t'-' 
,d'", t9 : .. '\. --~~.A.~A~M.&~-~OcJU • .o..wk..lu.b-.~.L._.{\_to~--~-~-
84. Damp Ol' dry, suited or unsuited to the purpose for wltielt tbey wel'e designed, ---~~-----

~!-~W.~~--~.JM.~AAP.:! •.•. ~.4. ••• ~l. .. ~-'---·····-·-·-··-······-······· ····-···-··· 
. FOG SIGNAL · ~ 

86. Kind and character of apparatus, _Q~~-~~-£M..&.t~_;}-~~ ... HU'l.::--'l... ? 
B~ .. lL.fL-... ~~~~-.f. 0-~~~r~~__b.~t.wL.·---~~~To. .... t.<.w. ~-
86. How much time is required to sound the signal? afr.o.u:r__4_~how long may the signal 

sound its e'baracteristic with t'be quantity ~fair stored uuder pressure? .~.J-~.t:i:£..-

87. Cha.re.cteristic : 

It whistle, trumpet, or ~tiren: I If bell: 

Blu S'ilmt Bkwl 8iltml ___ 6lrGI.:a 8ilenl _...:..nta .9iz.m · 
S '"" '-/o Me. S llC. lfO-. -. ltC. 

88. What parte of the fog-signal ~hiuery •"' iu duplic:alet _&-~~~IWIA OIVU, 

J~--~44~---·······-·-··-:··--·--·-··--·...:.. _________ _ 
8~. Location, with reference to lightboUBe, to a particular danger or channel, or to the special object 

f~r which established, .~-~---\.~!L~_-.kA:.~ur ... d~L-~ .. 6-.oo_ft4--rt..u.1-•..•. ~ 
~~~--t..w~-..... t,~. 'M&l .WJ4't&~--~~---0.~-1?.o~~----·--.:_-

90. Distance and direction, true, from lighthouse, -~-":i-~.~--~---····-~-..Lil..l: .... .__ 

91. Water supply for it, -~-~-~~.,-~~-..G~ . .'t'~---···············-····--
92. How is .it.~eaohed fro~ the lighthouse! --~d--~-~~--'-'-~-~------.. ~~--
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Historic Structures Report: Point Reyes Light Station 

8 DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT STATION. 

FOG SIGNAL-Coutluued. 

· 98; Deacription of fog-signal building or buildings, ~~~AU..tc\t~,---~-~L.G.ru, 
J-~~~-.AA.a.tJ. ... -Li~a:.~ __ x__a&._~Ld..~~A4-.6.. ....... 7..-~~.,-3.~CW21. 
~oL,iL--t-~L~:./d .. _~.L-a.~-----·--·-·····--·-··------------·--·--··· 

9-i. Jt A bell, state (a) weight, ________ lbs.; (b) metal, ·····-·--··-----; (c) diameter,---------- ·--·-; 

(d) height,··-·······-·····-·------; (e) i ! struck by clockwork, state time it will run with one 

winding, ____ ; (/) maker and date, ·--·-· -----------

96. It a steam signal, describe boiler: («~} ~ype- -i (b) length, ---- i (c) diam-

eter, --- i (d) horsepower, ; (e) maker and date, --------

- - - - -------------------·----- -------------·-··,·------,- - -------· 
(f) h t.h;erea heater? ------------; what kind?------------~------; what size? _ ____ .; 

• 
how much does its use reduce the time of starting the !og signal? __ _ 

96. It a steam engine Is used: («~) kind, --- - - - - -i (b) number of revolutions per 

minute, - --------- ; (c) diameter of cyliuder, ---- -------·-- i (d) stroke of 

piston, ----; (e) horsepo'Wer, -···-·-----------; {f) runker and da.te, - ----- --------· 

97. If luterual eombustlon engines are used: («~)kind of engine, £441 ~ , _ ___ ; 
(b) maker, : <!t>, O.JL • - ----i 

~ p(4#~ 

(c) date, ; (d) nominal size, .f/-~'!._/.6~-; (e) horsepower, !IJ;....:1,J_._; 

(f) fuel useci,Caufto..ti,-; (g) howstarted,-.B~ . ..i.9wlo J,- · · ; 

(h) kind of compreasor,l\y:ta....L_\C . ..t., tl ; (•) makeund date, ~--- ". 

~--IaA.~--~--.ct.:....~~-~AJa..__&..~~ 
State if compressor is on same bed and geared with engine, or separate and belt-driven~ or both 

1···· . ~iatons on same rod,&o~~~~~~eared or beltodnven, state ratio, __ _ 
' rt II 

Describe compressor machinery, (a) diameter of cylinder, _ _t.J.L_; (b) stroke of piston, 

_!_D.!:__ ; (c) number of revolutions per minute,J.!Jo..:=.'k.dtJ. ; (d) char&Qter and size of air-
-"""~"-~ • I II 

inlet valvea, ~" ; (e) kind of unloader,'\'\.w....~; (J) diameter of delivery pipe, .Z~-· __ 
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DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT STATION. 

• FOG SIGNAL-Continued. 2- 11/tf" 
, ,._ 3 '~ '' 1 

mt (a) Number air receivers, __ .3 ___ ; (b) d~amete~,1. :: .... ':L~; (c) height/::1., .. '2~; (d) capacity cubic 

feet, each, ·-----i (e) pressure in eacl1~ · .3. $ .!b (f) makP. of retlncing valve, if used, ·----i 

(g) remarks, ······--···-··-'-····--·-·-·-··-·-···-··················:···············-···-··--·----

9!}. If whistle, trumpet, or siren, pressure nt which blowu, ---~.0---~----------··-···-----
100. Diameter of whistle, .......................... ; height, ······-··-·---··-···; distnnce between orifice and edge 

of whistle, -··-------··--·--···--····---; single tone, ···---··----------------~; chime, ···-····----

101. It dfsk or cylindrical siren, ·····----------· ·········-----··---i diametct' of revolving part,-·---··; 

when made, --------------------i by whom made, ---·----···----·--·--··-----·--··········-----·-····; 

number, width, and length of ports,----··---·-----; revolutions per minute, -·-----.. ; 

type of governor, __ _ --~-·--·-···--------; condition of revolving part, --·-. ---·-

·------··---· ---·--····---··-····--··------ -····-·-
102. If Daboll trumpet: Class, -···--·-i reed: length, ---·- --·-i breadth, - ·-···--i 

thickness at base, -·········---··- -·-··-···-····-; thickness nt tip, ---·---·------

103. If trumpet: Length, _; diameters, _ ; material, -----

104. Timi~g device, ___ liA-D=' fn.a ·---···-·--··-···--------
105. Height of whistle or trnmpet above mean high water,--~~----

106. Direction, fnu, in which trumpet pointe, ____ 'fr~----·---· ·-·-·-·-·---
107. Pressure and recording gauge, ~tl'AI.Y.~"'-·t. . .':l\ .... \u....~~~·u· . .A.~y.J~~"' c.. 

DWELLINGS FOR KEEPERS. ~.,~.~. 

108. Location with reference to lighthouse towel', -~E. .. fyut.. .. 4..lr...~~o.u rL,.1.1~4.u:t.. 't\..t, . 
lOft Coloring, ~~.-~~~._":R...A..~.u-\~ . ..._--··--····-·- · 
J 10. Materials of which built, -~4L----~--···-··------·-··- . 
111. Number of rooms in ~ch dwelling, l~.Mt..-~.w...~., .. ..S..~--'~-~~~~-~~~ .. ~UA.~ 
112. Descl'ibe heating plant, _\~t:'-~--~\:..\).uu. ... .l.~~--~..U...-tJ.:.U.~L....u.,u. __ _ 

I 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

• 
I 

113. Number of keepers and assistants in each dwelling, 'k,_~_t.~··•--·-'--~-.A .. ~'-'~b.~~. 
114. ·onthouses,.~-~--~~-l ... n.~,~ .. L~ .. --~-~~ ..... 1 .. ~-~~ .. l,t)~~ ~~ 
11~. Coloring, -~~----~"Y.w:..-. ...... ~~R •. ,.J.!N--. ................. -····- -

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I • p • ' \1. . \l-: .._._ 

llG. P nths or walks on the premtses, .ClnlJ .. fo..~.t.~ .. l)~----~~-k-~.A.\, .... :ta::C".t ~--.A. 
117. Area ~usceptible of profitable cultivation, __ .. .h~ ..................................... -···-··-·-- ..,.-
118. Area cultivated or prepared for cultivation, ___ 1:\..<.tY.\..t.J ..... --····-----
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10 DESCRIPTlON OF LIGHT STATION. 
. ·-- -·-··-----------------

DWI'~U.INGS FOR KEJo~PERS-Couthuwd. 

110. CJu,ll'llCter or :uljaceut RUITOIIII•lin~ ('Olllltl·y-Sttil, l'lllllly, clay, 1111U'Slt, F:Willll}l, W(l()(l, fast grouaul , 

or 8laiftiitg s&ndR, ..... eS.()·,J., ....... Q .s:>.,... .. <lJ ... -.~ .. .!..C'.o .c..~.---------·---------------------- --·· 
120. Furuish !oUowing d&~ for f!toves, kitchen sink, sink pump, and lnmps in qua.rterR: 

ARTICI.I8. 

'tv-~+\'~ ~~~7,....~-~~"-y"'~ ~~ ... ~ 
Sto'\·e, maker, ....... \.. .... :Th.-.~~-~-- -~-"-"~-..... ~~--- "n .... t" ........ ~~---- ::~Jt~~--~-

L 
~~ ~ ...... J.. ~ t..--.~ ~-. '--. 

Stove, size,------ .. --.:1..-:':..l.~ ............ -----7--~- LS':!/.1. . :··· "'~ -1--7--l.i.~.l.. ..... --'1--~ .. ct.~.L ......... . 

Sink, maker, _______ L _. ~'--~-Y.~-------- ~!" .. M.~-"-""-~-------· -~~-l\M.PAo.L.. ......... ':\!I •. M..~~~----· 
n CJ .. <" '• •• ' " ,, ,. ~ c •• , ·• , .. 

. SiDk, si~e. _____ L __ .N.A .. ~--~-~--.:;-~----- -~-A ... ~.J.t.~ ........ ... o .... ?'! •. !:L~'\. ......... ~\ ... 1.-.. l.f.:\-..... . 

Pump, maker, t .. ·-W.t.Q~.o..ot .. ~a~. ... !\'."~-~~"'~---- }l.u:).~~~---- !d..u:L -~·-·r------

1 "' ~" k .,'"'1.. '" ,,, Pump, size, ------------· ·--IM!~ ..... R .• l. ....... ....... H.:2.. ••• M .. l, ............ 'J,.~-.., ... 1/.1.1-........... 11!~ .... 1tA.:J. .. .. 

1 ~4- ~~~- 1au4. 
LAMN. '- ~~/..~ ~~~ ~~~ 

(Oit• - ...... ~~e ...... aakAI ., aD "'• ~ 
....... ..ca lilt., ...,wnJ ~. """"""" "'AJ'V -

WATER FOJt FOG SIGNAL, DltiNKING, ETC. 

121. How procu .. d,.--~-~-1s...u.. .. -...... f-... Jv. ... 7?~~Ld;,..J.,.i._;-br 
122. Qua.lity, £~..-...·-· ·--···-··--------------·----------·-----------: ________ __ 
123. Quantity ample or not for the station at allaeasonR of the y~r. ---~----~Lu-......... .. 

lU. Liable or not to be injured l,y the inroads of storm tides ond seas, ... .D~l ... l.,~-..k--~-·-·-------
-·-······--··--...... ·····-········ ·--- ................. ·--· .... -· ....... - .......... -·--·· ·-··-······ .... -·-··· ~··· --·-···--··-·'":.·············-·-· ........... . 
126. If !1'in wawr in tanks or cisterns, what precautions ltave been ttlken to iusure its purityf ------

... ~O.V~-•-·---fd. -~---!'!'-~-----k~---~~~.A.tl,.. .--------· ····-·-·········· ···.' 
I2G. Capacity of tanks or cistern~, naul whe1·e },1ncccl, .~i.l. .. \:\l.O.~b .'\o.A.ki·----':'r.-~~-&M.~-

127. Tanks or cisterns-Of wl1nt. mnterinl mncl.-, .'f:t..~~~-~-·---~~---~----
1.{ ~\\~\J-AN- S' ~ "AMM.\-AN-
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DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT STATION. 11 

WAT.!R FOit FO(~ SIGNAL, UltiNKING, l!TC.-Contlnued. 

1~8. Is there n (ijstHling nppnra.tuli tit th~ stali<?n 't •.••• h .a. .......... ____________________ ............................ : 
N tune of tuakHI" ntul el nte, ...................................... ·--· ............. ·······---·--·- .. ·-·--·--...... ..... ·····-·; 

c:apnc:it-y, ··--·-··-·····-·-----·····; \\" lteu iustnl }eel, .... ··-····- ····--···----; cone lition, ...... .. ...... ····---··· i 

efli ci .,u cy, ··-·-------····-·-·----·-·-----·· ...... _ ............. _. _ .. _. __ ... _ .. _ .... _ ............ ___ ..................... _ ...... . 

129. If frotn a. well, describe and give depth, ----·-······--·---·-·-··--·······------··-·······---··--·---·-······ 
' 

130. Diameter, -··--····- ·-------- ; linecl ot· JJot, ·-----·-····-----·-··-····---------- ----·-····-·-------··---·-· 
~ • 0 

131. Water obtained by pump or bucket, ·---··-----·-··------·; wlu~t power is used? --····--------------

132. Distance from keepe1·'s dwelling,··-·--·-·-·-------···----- ·-------··-·····---·---···· 

HEALTHFUl.NESS OF STATION. 

183. Oenen\l orinion in rega~d to the luml!hfulness of the light s~tion nnd vicinity, ---------- · .. .£ . . . 
••••-•••-•-•••••••••·~~-··-~-•-••••-•••••••••••••·--n••-•-••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••.;_, 

134. Disenses-\Vhat nt·e most prevalent at the station and in tlte viciuity? -~--C.0.~-

136. Do they prevail at particular seasons of the year, or not? _ .)).,Q_, _____ o..u._J).~---· 

136. Are tbet·e any local causes, such a.s swamps, n1arshes. etc., in the immediate vicinity of the 

HgJJthouse whlch are likely to Le the en use of these disellSes? ______ _ho.:::.... ... -------· 

1~7. Would draining Ol' other artificial means emplnyed on the ligbtbouse pre1nises be likely to 

improve the. sanitary condition of the light stntiou P ----~------------------···· · 

BOATS. 

138. Furnish following.data for each boat at ~ta.tion: 

M•••a•. Tru. Lucn•. Wamn. WIIU&k"IL't. Dna III<CP"II:D II Jlou ••mall 81liTP.,. Woo& 
A'r ltr&YII•!"l. Wit. 8AIUf PU"'II•ao. 

------- 1------tl----1 . - - .... 

. 
~···--·-···:· · ·· ..... ......................... --... - .......................... ......... .......... ....... .-... .. . ... ... ·········-·· ···-- ---------· ·-···--------····--

------- ··:--·-····-------:····· ---······-·-· ............... ·················· ···-······-···-·--· ----···--····-·· ··---···--·--·· 
: . r········-·-·-··-r···--·-··-·· ······--··r··---· ---1···········---------····· ······-····· --· -~: .......... -----· 
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12 DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT STATION. 

BOATS-('outiuucd. 

l!l9. If J•ower bunt, kind of cugine, ··········· ·············-··············-····-.. ; llOl'Scpower, -···············-·····-·· i 

u1akm· of engine, 11l10p llumluw, auclclate, ········ ··--·······--·······-·-·--····---·-···-·•··················· ········ 

(c) type, sir-e, UIIIIIUCI', :mel umker··~ llnUtO or fljl:\ l 'e coil, ···-···----··-·--·····-·-············-······ ·· 

---.................... --- .... .. ... ............... -· .. ................ .... .... ................ ............ ....... ................... ......... .. __ .................... ......... ............ .. ............... --···-····--·· ---· 

(b) type, size, numher, aucl maker's uame t,f magueto, ........................................ :·-···-··· .. ··-····· 

. .................................................................................. ------ ...................... ........ ·····-·-----··········-....... .-............................................ .............. .......... ..... . 

(c) type and nuw ber of batte1·ies, ........ ............................. -------·······--···-····-·-··-·- ·········· 

(tl) 1,ropeller "'heel, tliarueter, ····-······················-···; t•i teh, - ·--···-·-·-·····--------·-· 

ao. Where are boats kept at stntion ~ · ··--··--·-----··-·----·················-···----·--------·------····· 

LANVING, WHARJt', BOATHOUSE, AND lt.OAD TO TH}1 LIGHTHOUSE. 

14.I. Descri}Jtion, .~..A.~ .... ~--~--~~-----·\."(~----~~.cb..l ........ ~.~---~---··. 
;;t£.;....~----------·---------·-·-······ ···· ·-···-········ --···----·-···-··--·-········ ·-····--·-·····-······· · ···-··--. . . ~~ - "*·-··-··----··-··-··-··--_.. ................ _____ .............. -........ -.-----·-··--··-······-··-·······---.. --.------·-······-····-··-·· 

14.3. Hoisting engine, what kiucl ~--·····---~~---··········--······-----·-···-·-·-·-······ ·· ·-······-·····----- · ; 
diameter of cylinder, ···-·-----········--·····-·-; llUJilbet· of revoluticms }Jer minute, ................ ; 

stroke, --··········-··-·-··--·---···--··-·········; kind of boiler, ······-·--···-······--···········--··-·--·- ; 

maker nud date, ·-····--·-·-········----····-··-···-·····-··-··· ··- ········-·······---··--·--:..... .................. . 

1"·· Gener~l Remarks: f2.~.W-1~:l ... ~k&...t.,__~ .. £uJ:Iditm~~.&d-.. IJd 
~-----<=aA.f----~-~-ti/JL ....... £r.n.tJ. .•. ..Jl.A.&,.IG ... ~ .. ~~tv .... ~ ... 
.06-····::;.,·~-~----- -~..C..... .. ~-----r:,-··········· ··-···························· 

. :_ _____ _&_.J4.I.:i~--------····· . 
__________ _____ ;:~_, ____________ ----·:-

• 
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SUPPLEMENT TO FORM HO. US>-13 

PIIOP!Jt'n' D4T4 - ITDIJ UTIOII ACTtYin Pt. w. ,.., L1' ht. st. .. t.l"" 
St:A .. 1~ 

·~ ILMd 

i--- ----·-· .. .. 

l!!b7 

.,. 
or 
"'-

~· lll ke --+-----1~-.~-.;;;,,;.;: .• ~. - ---+--:.,-:-- r>;;;:n H .. r ..... "\""",..,. • • 
l:;ter>B .:<JOd. 1 ~H.. r .. at . '""' ""' 

Uoc• r1 .-wt.- . tor ll, ht 1 le •• .,._ --• "-1 n ....... 
: e :.tiO ... ~ • .ad • ., 11u nn 
~ 1 f'mll .. ,. r. . .;~ 1 , ; ., (11 --;; 

./CI Ill . ... ,.. ' IWol'l-41'8 

or l 

,,. ....... l "12' • .o• . ,. .._ 

:.,. ... -. 'ra. IAI .., :MI - "\ " '·" ...... ~ Ill• .. 1nt 

ld ·e&ih~ 

IQflt• K 1!1 1• 

~r•;o ~ 

1rht. to;;;;;' (!'On • 

L:.. aula :ran a1- -, 1:?1 
lr ....-;;;;-;; Pr.:uM 1. Uti " ->• t 

~0 ~·: .. :-r~ IU'Jjl ...... .... 1 I"'' .; l.l.t 

... - lant\ 1......... -.. i'ati..O .··>t• 

~.. - :-;- · - t >Y> I::-..... - 1 . ,. ., , 
ICuo• .'I~ lQi.~ I Po-. .- ot :>" ,; 6o;,• 
IL'lnl.aftl -,am~ 1 ~on 

101.0 
101.0 

I "lee. n,...., " 1 tv Co. 
1CI. 

I !:u l l v&ft :.r-1. 
I : ... ~· • ·"- C!l 
I,.,.., .. ·~· 
l m .., d• .. ·l• 

.. U\.nn ? 

.. .._..,..--; 
,.,,.. ..... " 

, .... _ ... 

•. ~» ; .. _ . 
...... -,;;; y 

............... 
.. .. . 'In ., 

-...o.M 

111:1:! 11110D __ ...._ __ _ 
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Dlsnltt l Ub ::.nl. Dli.s.nvs. 

SUPPLEKEHT TO J'ORM HO. VlO·lS 

PROPQI'J'T DATA • ITDilUi'JOII ACTl,I!T P\. le1•• L1abt StatiOn s:ar 12410 

)2 '.'0\01' " ~'>< ."!81. UliDIPti.UOV. L/. Ill' 
1869 1 

!lo\Or Ul9 l!O:.iin. 113T' -'! 1 
:.:0~ 6 19~ .bcon. m A 1 
P'.tll!), c.mtrif11.·aJ 19 ·4 O..Mn ""10<1 : ·, 1 ;. Jl .4, u• 
:lot~>r l ·J'J'i C,u•ftl ~t.WJC 1 1 lnllll'll JJIJ1 

R.c.S.....,.. io.ll" . 111.0 r.-Lv • • ~ 2 
lll'r lfltf. .~...J I 

JJ HOee 

:.x~u""'h,,.re 
• ere 

191,1 
1 ;:tt1e!' !:nlkor co, 
:iQ.• ac <1 

-
1 laW• 
1 '7!i IZZ 

l 0 I!HI 

2 1.:, 41&1· . 71818. 7'ISiol 
0 --..w~ · .l.'t~~-- .. ,~ 

4 II>" -CIII&IIU· 
.c ID" • 

'7~00 z 

Jb'MO V 
l.DO.a: 

•• % 
1.244.00 z 

121), 

) oW 

....... 1~46 
OjfS -----------

...., ..... __ 2;;;.._ __ _ 
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Historic Structures Repon: Point Reyes Light Station 

. 
~- . PL• ,,RTMENT (i,: i ''"i~SPOfffAi10N 
&-~·UNITED STATES COAST. GUARD 

EMERGENCY OPERAnON OF THE MAIN LICHT 

Star$ Colan lantern and place on pedeetal -ineide lena • . . 

Re~ve drive gear troa motor (Motor drive gear North aide) 

Place awdl.iaey drive gear in position and tighten ret. aineJ" 
nut. band tight. (Auxil1ar,. cirhe gear West eide) 

... ... . . 
4, . Open !&at' cloor t.o Clock· vork, release at.opper on the aovernol" 

le&l" - '! ·.. ~ 

s. ·. Open chute tor ballast weighta. 

6. 

?. 

It will t.ake one bour&4 tor the ballaet weigh t t.o comple~e ita 
travel &rei tben IINSt. be cranked b ack up b7 placing the crank 
on titted ebatt East aide. Th ... proceaees ~ be repeatec1 
hour})-. ·. · 

Por eeo~in&, rewrae the prooeee 5-4-3-2-1 • 

. ·. TIMD«f TilE NUN LIGHT 
. . 
· The tim1.n& KaJ"ke are vertical lines insel"ibed ill the tlat area 
d~reet 13 below the r!ngear t1xec1 t.o the lena stJ"Ucture. lheee 
lines are m degree apart· • Thie 1a to tacWt.ate tiaing b7 

:either one(l) llinut.e tor halt rewlut.ion or tvo (2) minutes tor 
·.one run rewlution. 

COKKECTION OF TIMING WHILE ON m!ERGIN_Ct OPERATIOH . 

TiM in : complete re-.olutiona ot the lena. open Baat door. 
In the celllt.er ot the clock vork is a ~ we1~t and vane com.binat.ion 

.ciirect~ &boa that. ill a set ot Yaraiable ftnea. Depencling on 
apeed tast or alow. Set the ftD~s equally t.o• the amount ot incline. 

' U the speed 1e ott -.,re than can be controlled b7 the Yane ee~in& 
: the next action t.o be taken will be to add -.1ght or reduce wei&ht 
·.-to the oount.eat we!pt.. (add to increase speed and N<Suce t.o 
~duoe :epeed) · .. . 

. ~ . .. 
INFO. POR KEPLlCMENT LAMP~ 

WA'M'S: 
BUL8: 
BASI: 

' FINSH: 
NO. 
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Historic Structures Report: Point Reyes Light Station 

,. 
; L D£PARTM£NT Oi; 'L·;,N:3POfHi,iiUN 

·., UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 

.UNITll> STATES COAST GUW 
. LICHT STATION POINT RE!ES 

~ .. 
. . . . 

. . . 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLACING MAIN LIGHT IN OPERATION . 

• TO PUCE MAIN LIGHT IN OPmATION: 

(a) OPEN CURTAINS: · . 
(b) CH!X:K FILJt{ENT IN LAMP INSIDE LENS FOR BLISTERIICi; (IF BLISTmED CHANG&) . 
(c) PLACE M/L bRIVE MOTOR IN OPERATION; (SOOLE SWI1CH TO RIGHT (I VOLTAGI Jll!D.) 
(cl) PLACE DUAL SWITCHES,LOCATEQ 0\'mt CIRCUT BBEAK!a BOX, IH UP POSITION. 
(e) CHD VOLUGE ON RmiRJ SHOtn.D READ 12~ VCLTS. 
VOLTAGE RmULATORs 

(a) VOLTAGE CAN BE RAISE& BY TURNING DIAL ABOVE METER TO LFFTJ TO Laaa 'rl1RN 
DIAL TO THE RIOBn: . . 

(b) IF VOLTAGE RmULATal IS INOPERATIVE M/L LAMP WIIi. NOT CO ON. BYPASS REGULATOR 
BY PLACitG DUti. SWITCHES IN DCJtlN POSmON. INFCIUt 5?ATIOH • C8'l'f.tdllLL.8. 

TO S!X:URE MAIN Ll(Jfl' 

(a) PLACE DUAL SW:tTaf&S ON CENTmt1(0PP) POSITION. . 
(b) PLACI DRIVE MOTOR SWITCH IN en POSITION. ,: 

. . (o} CLOSK CURTUN TO PROTECT LAMP AND WIREDO PRQ( ~UN. CHBCX TO INSURI ALL 
· RO~ ~ON CURTIA.NS. IF TH!.Y ARB 01'F REPLA<Z '1'HiM. 

. . 
A/H Ctm:XS ON LIGHT WHBH IH OP.BRATION WILL BllWli BI Dm 16'~~- AHD THS 
~~WAmf!S. ·· . . . . 

I , ~.. ~· ·: · 

BMlru~ 
ottUer ill Charp 
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URC: 
'""' lltL cs 

LIST Of CLASSIFI!I STIUtTUI!S tLCS) 
PAIC HISTORIC AtcHIT(CTUif DlVISIOH 
NATIONAL PAll SfiVICf, FTS- S•S- t l •t 

PAai/I[OIOH lfrOif 

PIOf Ul 
OVI l -'11 

------·----------~-------------------------------------~--------~-------------------------------------------------------------------

19ZZ7 

PARCoPDJNT llYfS .afiOMAl SfASHOI[ 

MAR[oSTAIIMAY ARI M1-eH CLIOHT STATION) '0"" I CONCUT[ 
TTP[oOTHfl STAIRNAYJ~MIJCH 

US[oHO POTlNTIAL US( 
UOL • f[[ SJ "'L [ 
f~ToSTAIILTlATION NPS RlSPONSIIILTTY 

CYC\fC: ~INT . MPS I[SPONSlllliTT 
IOUfiN[ ~INf. MrS lfSPDMSlllllfY 
ArPIDV . ULf.T~f . NrS I[SPOHSTIILlfY 

NA IS I lfA[Ih 
flXToi[CfNT COMSTIUCTIDif,600X4fT 

CIJSI) RfOIOMoMfSTfiM RfOIDH 

rfllOJiottlSTDJlC 
~T.CATol SHOULD I[ PRlS[IV[D 
Ml STAToD[lfR"IN[D fLIOIIlf - lff'fl 

MT .• AQII[[ I NO HGIIT AGR[[H[Nl' 
lfYt&. Of t:SToC 

APPIOV . ULT . li"T•rlfSfRVATJON 
STUll ,COST • t1 

Arrtov . Tl"' .cos r, to 
APPJIOV . DOC oOMr 

HI lt[11UMo 

rl-114 uou NA"f•LOMfR MllfR SN[D AND CISTtRN CLIGNT STATION) 
CONP•CD.ItCitfTf 
TYPfoNAJ£1 COH1'1Dl 
USfoHO POTfNTIAL US[ 

LlOlofl[ SJ"PLE 
T~ToSTAIILilATJDM M'S llSPOHSIIfLITY 

CYCLIC ~IHT. NPS I[SPOifSIIlLlTY 
IDUTJHl HAINT . NPS I[SPONSIIILfTY 
A,IOV. VlT . T~T.NrS lfSPDMSIIIliTY 

NAIS• HAll • 

.. 
ns 

f[XTo,Z,OIO OAL,Z MAlLS FUNN[L MATER fROM CLiff AIOVf 

Pl-11, lt111 NARfol,UIPNfNT SNfD ILIONf STAfiON) 
COrtroNUOD 
fYPloiUIUfMO 

US[oOTNU 
UOLoft:f: SIRPU 
TtNfoSfAIIlllAffON MrS ltSrONSIIILifY 

CYCliC ~JNf . MrS AfSPOHSliiLifY 
ROUfiMf: KAJNT . MrS I[SPOHSI&IllfY 
ArrROV . ULT.T~f . NrS ~tSrOHSlllLifY 

NAISo HAUo 
T[XToZOX25fT, SNIMOL[ ROOf, OM~ STORY 

?a-117 ttZZt .AN[o~LTI PUIPOS( IUlLDING tLJOMT SlATIDN) 
COft,.oMOOD 
TYPE • IUlUIMO 
USf•VISITDR 'ONTACT 

L(OL If[~ SJ"'L[ 
TI"J oSfAIIlJlAflltN HrS I[SPOHSIIIliTY 

'VClJC ~INT. NPS I(SPDMSIIIliTY 
IOUflN[ ~INT . NPS IESPOHSIJlllTY 
ArrtOY.ULT.T~.HrS I(SrltNSIIILJTT 

lfAIS• NAtR • 
TlXToZOXZI,Hir ROOf 

rUJODo HlSTOIIC 
~T .CAlol SKOVlD I[ r~(SfiV[O 
Nl STIT•DlT[~NlHfD [llOJil[ - K([,.[l 

NOJ .AOIE(•HO HGHT AOREEKENT 
liYU Of lST • C 

_,,.ROV. UlT . TRMT oPitsERVATION 
STAifL . COSTo tO 

..,.PROV . TIN f. COST I .. 
APPIOV.DOCoCIMP 

Nl aUHUNt 

·- - - - - - -· - - - -

V76 
un 

10/ZS..II 

117, 
1177 

li/ 2J;'IQ 

V7' 
1"'77 

- - .. _ 

:r--
11' g. 
::. 

-



- ·- - - - -

SlltC 
HIM lrllCS 

- -· -

LIST OF CLASSI,l!D SI.UCTU•ES CtCS) 
PA•K HISTO.IC ARCNll[CTU.[ DIVISION 
MAliONAL PAII'It Svr'IIC(, FTS- S4S-IJ4.9 

PAIII/IIlOION II~POIIl 

- - - - - .. -
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